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INTRODUCTION
During my first semester of graduate study, I took a course called Reading Women
into Modem Drama. During that semester Rosanne G. Potter introduced me, a student
trained in intuitive criticism, to the practiceof usLag computers and empiricalmethods to
examine literary texts. I recall being more anxious than curious about learning this new
approach; before that time I had used computers solely forwordprocessingandwas of the
opinionthat generating testable hypotheses andinterpreting numerical data shouldbe
relegated to the science departments. As the semesterprogressed,however, I gained a
working knowledge of basic empiricalmethods and concludedthat the challenge of learning
to use computers and empirical methodsin analyzing literary texts was worth the trouble. In
this study, I use empirical methods to examine and discuss the dialogue from 'night,Mother^
Marsha Norman's 1983 Pulitzer Prize-winning drama.
*night, Mother
'night, Mother is a realistic domestic drama that represents an evening in the lives of
two rather ordinary women, Thelma Gates and her daughter Jessie Gates, the only characters
in the play. As described by Norman, Jessie is "in her late thirties or early forties...pale and
vaguely unsteady physically....As a rule, Jessie doesn't feel much like talking...." (2).
Thelma, called Mama throughout the play, is "in her late fifties or early sixties. She has
begun to feel her age and so takes it easy when she can, or when it serves her purpose to let
someone help her,...she speaks quickly and enjoys talking...believes things are what she
says they are" (2, emphasis hers). Of their relationship, Norman writes,
There is a familiarity between these two women that comes from having lived
together for a long time. There is a shorthand to the talk and a sense of
routine comfort in the way they relate to each other physically. Naturally,
there are also routine aggravations. (2)
All of the play's action, which consists mostly of talking, occurs inside of their
home, which Norman describes as "built way out on a country road, with a living room and
connecting kitchen, and a center hall that leads off to the bedrooms" and filled with items
"more personal than charming" (3). At the start of the play, Mama and Jessie appear about to
spend a "normal" evening together, talking and completing household tasks. However, only
minutes into the play, Jessie announces that she intends to kill herself at the evening's end.
What follows is a revealing conversation, infused with the intensity of Jessie's intentions.
Norm^'s choice to avoid the common interruptions of ^t and scene divisions adds to the
tension as well. Without these divisions, time and actions proceed unhindered, and the
audience members have no time to remove themselves from the on-stage reality.
I selected 'night, Mother for this study because I was intrigued by the contradictory
feelings I am left with each time I read or view it. My feelings about the play are largely
unchanged since last fall when I wrote the following reader response:
I find myself tom between two very disparate reactions to this play. From a
literaiy perspective I am able to see Jessie's suicide as taking her life into her
own hands and finally having control. From this viewpoint [one I consider to
be concerned more with symbolic acts than real-life circumstances], I admit
that I believe she is not giving up. She is just making her own decision... .On
the other hand, looking at the play from an emotional and more human
perspective, I see Jessie's suicide as a selfish cry for help that she won't let
anyone act upon... .1see her on a big power trip and I can't understand her
actions orher motives—^for they re^y do seem selfish and illogical [when
looked at from this level].
(Written for Reading Women into Modem Drama, Fall 1994).
Perhapsmy final sentence of that response sumsup my feelings about the play best:
"Somehow I am left feeling an almostperverse senseof triumph for Jessie's final act."
In this playNormanaddresses a number of issuesthat interestscholars currently
working in feminist and psychoanalyticcriticism, schools that I find intriguing and,often.
insightful. These issues include mother-daughter relationships, identity, orality, society's
definition of the"feminine," and one's right tochoose one's destiny. Because theexisting
scholarship on 'night, Mother addresses these issues from thefeminist andpsychoanalytic '
traditions, I wanted to see if through empirical analysis I could find the textual elements that
are responsible for the prevailing interpretations or if I could reveal any other issues or
themes that Norman has inscribed in the text.
Furthermore, 'night, Mother interests me because"as a reader and a viewer I have
experienced an emotional intensity that seems incompatible with the common, everyday
words both Jessie and Mama use. I wondered how Norman wrought such force into the
play in spite of a dialogue that seems dominated by the mundane affairs of life. In other
words, although the play addresses the theoretical issue of whether one has the right to •
choose life or death, Mama and Jessie seem not to discuss the matter in direct or specifically
theoretical terms, but through discussing their everyday reality. Before I began this study, so
much of the play's meaning seemed to lie beyond the words on the page; Norman seemed to
have written it "between the lines." I wanted to see if using empirical methods could help me
understand how Norman expresses the issues of suicide and independence in such pl^ and
seemingly irrelevant language. I wondered if I could find these answers in the text itself or if
it was simply something her audienceunderstoodbecauseof their past experiencesor
preconceptions.
The final factor in my selecting 'night, Mother for this study was convenience. First,
I had already studied reader responses to the play earlier in my graduate work, so I was
familiar with the text of the play itself and the variousresponsespeople have toward the
play's focus on suicideas a valid choice. Furthermore, the text to the play was readily
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available in searchable computerformrighthereat IowaStateUniversity. Had a ready-made
database not been available, I would not havebeen able to examine the dialogue in such
depth.
Organization of this Study
In this study, a largely descriptive and exploratory mid-range one, I use empirical
methods to analyze the dialogue ofMarsha Norman's 'night, Mother. As the empirical
approach to textual analysis is not widely employed, in my first chapter I provide an
overview of the scholarship written about 'night, Mother, most of which takes a dual
feminist-psychoanalytical approach. These articles provide material to which I refer often
throughout this study. Then, in order to situate my study within the empirical approach and
highlight the differences between these generally accepted intuitive approaches (i.e., feminist
and psychoanalytic) and the more controversial empirical approaches, I present excerpts from
a number of critical articles that discuss empirical approaches and the resistance they have met
in the literary field. After providing this background, I discuss my basic research questions
and the articles that have helped me develop my approach.
Throughout this study, I employ empirical methods and begin to formulate some
answers for those who question the value of applying computers and empirical methods in
tandem with or in place of traditional, intuitive analyses of literature. ^According to Potter,
"computer searches" and "statistical analysis.. .are worth doing because &ey confirm the
source of criticaljudgments to be textualrather than impressionistic" ("CharacterDefinition,"
427). My inquiry in both chapters two and threerests onPotter's observation. In chapter
two I examinewhat feminist-psychoanalytical criticshavewritten about two specific themes,
foodand identity. In chapter three I alsoinvestigate an ideaabout the stmcture of 'night.
MotherXhst JanetBrown,who workswithinthe aforementioned schoolsof thought, has
forwarded.
Mypurpose in using these already identified aspects of the playwas twofold. First,I
wished to corroborate Potter's assertion about readers' perceptions coming directly from the
text. I thought that confirming intuitive readings of textswouldbe a worthwhile endeavor,
forit could demonstrate the accurate application ofempirical methods and forge connections
between the empirical and the more conventional modes of textual analysis. Secondly, I
wanted to put empiricalmethods to theirfull useandactually use themto generate new
information about the play. Empirical scholars, such as John B. Smith, have stressed that in
order to gain acceptance from the academy, theymustgo beyondthe simpleverification of
intuitive observations in their studies and, ultimately, enter the mode termed "computer
criticism." Thus, in my secondand tbkd chapters I makea movebeyondconfirming
conventional analyses. I use empiricalmethods to generate several new readings of the text.
Specifically, in thesecond chapter I focus onusing empirical analysis to examine
whatliterary scholars havewritten about the themes of food andidentity in theplay. In
"Computer Criticism," Smithasserts thatwhen conducting empirical studies of texts, one
necess^y views textual elements, suchaswords andthemes, as "mobile fragments" that
gain theirmeaningfrom their location within andrelation to otherelements of thewhole text
(23). With this approachto theme in mind,I useword lists and concordances, as well as
topic maps, to explore 'night. Mother's themes. In addition to questioning thevalidity of
several interpretations throughquantitativeanalysis, I investigate these themes further and
discuss an unforeseen byproduct: how these themes function in the dialogue.
In the third chapter I explore 'night, Mother's power structure through adopting Janet
Brown's concept of the play's "movements," or units. As Brown's discussion of the play's
structure accounts for only a brief interlude in an essay devoted to examining the theme of
identity, it is necessarily underdeveloped. However, Brown has provided enough
information so that I may build upon her initial observations and offer a more complex and
specific discussion of how the dialogue works and how specific words and constructions
reveal which character is in control, or trying to take control, of the discussion at various
points. In this chapter, I use word counts, lexical items, and syntactic features to discuss
how Norman has inscribed these changes in her characters' speech.
In my conclusion I offer some final comments on the process of using computers and
empirical methods to study 'night,Mother, and some recommendations for those who plan to
conduct a literary study with empirical methods.
CHAPTER 1. INTUITION VERSUS EMPIRICAL
DATA IN LITERARY STUDIES
Intuitive Literary^Analysis: Feminist and
Psychoanalytical Criticism
As-tlie majority of literary scholarsparticipate in a mode far from the ernpirical, most
probably do not stop to consider how the common approach to literarture and the empirical
approach differ or even what practicing traditional literary criticismmay look like to those
who do not buy into the idea wholesale. Potter offers a precise and colorful description of
traditional literary criticismin her articleentitledXiterary CriticismandLiteraryComputing:
The Problems of a Synthesis." Potter asserts that the discussions ofmany literary critics,
which are steeped in theory, generally take the form of "dancing on the ceiling" (92) rather
than being based in observable, textual facts. She posits that in the 1960s and 1970s, and
one might say that it is still the case today, literary criticism
consisted of critical assertions based on insight and intuition which,
spectacular as they sometimeswere, appeared to be acts of sorcery. They
were not tied to rational and therefore leamable methods, but were the
effiilgencies of brilliant theoretical minds, no more imitable than personal style
is. Studying with these highwire artists waslikewatching SherlockHolmes
solve crimes without hearing his explanations to Watson; the mysteries were
resolved, but the detectives never expatiated on the clues and the trails of
inferences that lead to their deductions. (92)
Thosewhopracticein the traditional modeof criticism, whichis based largelyon complex n
theories that have little to dowith specific texts (in fact, manyward off any attempts to
privilege the text), probably scoffat such a critical description coming from anempirical
scholar." But is this critique truly so far off the mark?
Critical Responses to 'night. Mother: Popular, Stylistic and Feminist-
Psychoanalytical Criticism
Responses written by theater, film, andliteraiy critics toNorman'snight, Mother, all
ofwhich employ traditional analytical methods, necessarily form a large part ofthis chapter
because (1) they provide a complex look at the play itself, (2) they demonstrate the
8conventional, intuition-based mode of analysis, and (3) they present interpretations (i.e., .
psychoanalytical) thatwill be further examined later inmy study.
'night, Motherwas first read at theCircle Repertory Company in NewYorkin .
November 1981. It was then producedby the AmericanRepertoryTheater in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, in December 1982, and in March 1983moved to New York City and won the
PulitzerPrize for Drama. Oneparticularly positive response to Norman*s play comes from
Robert Brustein. Writing for TheNewRepublicin the spring of 1983, he exclaims, "...ever
sinceI first read 'night. Motherit has filled mewith thekindof exaltation I experience only
in thepresence of a major dramatic work" (25). Continuing in this enthusiastic manner, he
concludes his review by saying of Norman,
.. .consciously or not, [she] is writing in a great dramatic tradition, and as
young as she is, [she] has the potentiS to preserve and revitalize it. Nothing
inforces one's faith, in the power and importanceof the theater more than the
emergence of an authentic universal playwright—not a womanplaywright,
mindyou, not a regional playwright, not an ethnicplaywright, but one who
speaks to the concerns and experiences ofall humiikind Marsha Norman
is.. .an Americanwriterwith the courage to look unflinchingly into the black
holes from which we normally tum our faces. (27)
After achievingsuch notice, 'night, Motherwasperformed on stagesthroughoutthe United
States and Canada. In Hollywood, even an ASL (American Sign Language) version was
produced at the DeafWest Theater.
Not surprisingly, for every critic who finds the play intriguing and worthwhile, there
seem to be an equal number who wonder at such a positive response. In fact, a good number
of the theater reviews concerning 'night, Mother range from the unenthusiastic to the
contemptuously moralistic. To illustrate, Richard Oilman of The Nation, writing at the same
time as Brustein, calls 'night, Mother "moderately interesting" up to a certain point and
complains that it "falls into domestic cliche." To further demonstrate his lack of interest in
the piece, he writes, "When the shot sounded (from behind a bedroom door) I wasn't
startled, dismayed or much moved; it was all sort o/sad, sort c)/lugubrious" (586,
emphasis his). Another critic, David Denby of TheAtlantic Monthly, also expresses no kind
regards for the play or its playwright. In fact, he rants about the play in a moralistic tirade:
'night. Mother is both a demonstration and a death ritual, and the thought of
its being repeated eight times a week [in the theater] fills me with disgust; it
seems a sin against life^d experience. At leastin a movie version of this
material (and I don't, inWth, long for it), with the trees and roads and
railroad tracks outside the house, the moths banging into the light over the
kitchen table, dogs barking somewhere—^with all of that going on, the act of
self-annihilation wouldnot seemso vulgarly mechanical. A clockhanging on
the wall would indicate merely the time, not the inexorable limits of Jessie's
existence. (44-5)
A film version of the drama, starring Sissy Spacek and Anne Bancroft, was actually
produced in 1986, although it appears to have been received rather coolly. Tom O'Brien of
Commonweal writes that the film "is a dry, tedious adaptation until its close." He claimisAat
since the "action" of the play is conversation, it is therefore unfit for the big screen. Laurie
Stone ofMs., on the other hand, takes a moralistic tone akin to Denby's, writing,
"Existence, 'night, Mother suggests, is for the dumb ones. Ironically, Anne Bancroft's
intelligent, brave performance.. .makes Mama, who is supposed to be enclosed in solipsistic
need, seem far more self knowing than Jessie" (21).
Theater critics have not been the only ones to take pot shots at 'night. Mother. It
seems that feminist groups have also found the play's depiction of suicide and of Jessie's and
Mama's perception of self to be disturbing. In an article on Norman's more recent Broadway
success, Stephanie Coen reports that "many [feminists] ^assail[ed] it for presenting suicide
as an unhappy woman's only option and for examining her life in relation to absent men:
husband, father, brother, son" (24). Similarly, Raynette Halverson Smith, whose article will
be further discussed later on, cites these same attitudes among feminists, but notes in addition
^Note that in this zsszyfeminists and/emmwf critics are two distinct groups. Feminists, perhaps more aptly
referredto as feminist activists, haveoften viewed 'night. Motheras a portraying a negative, limitedviewof
women through Jessie's suicide. In contrast, thefeminist critics who havechosen towriteaboutthis play
assert thatJessie's suicide is ultimately anactof creation rather than oneof destruction. Again, those outside
therealm of literary criticism seem more concerned with tiie morality ofJessie's actthan examining it
symbolically. '
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that they view Jessie's suicide "as neurotic, personal, and therefore void of any depth in
social meaning" (277).
It is interesting to note that Norman has not professed herself as a "feminist"
playwright. Several years ago, when asked if she were a feminist playwright, she replied,
"If it's feminist to care about women's lives, yes, I'm a feminist writer. I don't have political
points to make, although they are certainlymade by the plays" (qtd. in Coen 25). She has
also said that "[women] can be, and indeed are, the central characters in their own lives" (qtd.
j
in Coen 25) as an explanation for her plays so often revolving around female characters.
And, in an interview conducted by John L. DiGaetani, Norman commented that "women are
socialized very differently from men.. .they are socialized to fail" (249). Thus Norman, as a
writer concerned with women's role in society, shares basic concerns with "feminists," but
she refuses to connect herselfwith the often controversial and limiting label of "feminist."
In contrast to the theater and film critics, who are required to write about a play as
well-received as 'night, Mother^ those literary critics who have found the play worth
stud5rag demonstrate a rather homogenous acceptance of the play and its themes. Nowhere
do literary critics enter into a diatribe about the questionable morality of Jessie's suicide.
Perhaps this is because they are dealing with the drama in a different form, reading the actual
text rather than attending one ofmany different performances. Additionally, their audience
and goals are often quite different: The aim ofmany theater and film critics seems to be
telling mass audiences whether a show is a "quality" production by looking at only its surface
attributes. In otherwords, if a play's message andplot do not challenge a generalaudience's
morals and expectations, it is worth seeing. Literary critics, meanwhile, cater to an audience
of scholars. Thus, they are expected to delvemore deeply into the play and examine its
thematic and textual aspects, which is a more complex endeavor than evaluating the play's
entertainment value.
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Although scholars have taken various approaches to 'night, Mother, the criticism may
be divided into two categories. The first discusses Norman's "brand" of realism in 'night,
Mother, relating it to other realist plays and to Norman's other works;" the second, by far the
most popular, examines the play from a complex perspective involving both feminist and
psychoanalytic critical theory.
WilliamW. Demastes has written two critical pieces about 'night, Mother and
Norman's realism: "Marsha Norman and 'night, Mother " in 1988 and "Jessie and Thelma
Revisited: Marsha Norman's Conceptual Challenge in 'night, Mother" in 1993. Deinastes'
concern is largely stylistic. In his first piece, Demastes examines the controversy among
critics who see Norman's use of "a simple realist format" and her choice to provide her
characters with the ability to express themselves fully and eloquently as a flaw. He claims
that Norman "asks that the audience tolerate any possibly perceived inconsistency in strict
verisimilitude; otherwise the plights of these characters could never be uncovered and
portrayed" (147). Moreover, Norman has said in an interview with John L. DiGaetani,
How people think is revealed by what they say. And in the theater, what
people say is how I tell you who they are... .Uneducatedpeople don't have
the sophisticationto disguisewhat they are feeling, or rationalize their
•behavior. I'm not interested in how people cover things up, I'm interested in
how people get through the day. (248,249).
For Norman, then, the gift of skillful speechis a necessary part of developing her characters'
identities and her plots. Some critics, however,, refuse to expand their definition of realism in
such a way. They claim that "Norman's attempttomake her language skills available to her
less skilled protagonists is destined to failure unless she moves outside the realm of realist
dictates" (Demastes 147).
In addition to defending Norman's choice of dialogue, Demastes draws an analogy
between the action in 'night. Mother and Waitingfor Godot. He claims that
Jessie has tried the formal 'Beckettian* approach of waiting... .[but] the
activityof waiting.. .produces onlymundane, predictablerewards of no real
value, and these are finally no longer worth waiting for. Unbeknownst to
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Jessie, she is about to move beyond the world Beckett portrays; she plans to
act. (150)
Thus, he sees Jessie as breaking out of the passive role the patriarchal society has given to
her, a view that verges on a feminist reading.
A final point ofDemastes* 1988 article is that theater critics—note his specificity,
have emphasized Jessie's suicide too much. The few examples I have already provided
correlate with his claim. Demastes believes that focusing on Jessie's death shortchanges the
play, and he quotes a similar view fromElizabethStone, a fellow literary critic, who writes
that the focus should not be "that she [Jessie] chooses to die^ but she chooses to die" (152,
emphasis hers).
In his other article, Demastes again finds the judgments many theater critics
pronounce on 'night, Mother to be lacking. In addition, he takes up issues with feminists,
who have attacked the play for its messages about women. As in his other article, Demastes
argues that "A Beckettian strain is clearly evident.. .once we look past the theatrical
expedient of clothing the play in realist trappings" (113). Essentially, his claim is that
Norman is working from within the realist format and surpassing it simultaneously. He
asserts that "at different levels Norman's play confronts dominant institutions in ways that
engage a number of perspectives," citing Jessie's choice to act rather than to remain passive
as something members of either sex shouldbe able to appreciate in the play.
As mentioned earlier, studies of 'night. Mother have often taken a dualistic feminist-
psychoanalytic approach. Working within these schools of thought, critics have applied two
distinct psychoanalytical theories to the play. Most recently, literary critics have focused
almost solely on the psychologicaldevelopment of female identity, the separation-
individuation process, providing overtly feminist readings. Prior to 1990, literary scholars
focusedtheir attention on applying the concept of oral fixations to theplay. Becausea basic
workingknowledgeof the concepts that allow these readings of the play is necessary to
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appreciate their insights, as well as to understand the issuesI take up in my secondchapter, I
providea brief description of these theories beforeenteringuponmy discussion of these
essays.
Several critics have applied Freud's concept of orality to 'night. Mother. Employing
Freud's theory, which basically says that peoplewith oral fixations are seeking to replace the
pleasures that theyweredenied at thebreakwith infancy, reveals much aboutpeople's-—thus
characters'—^motivations and realities. A number of these critics have also addressed yet
another popular aspect of theplay. Although their focus is onorality, some of these articles
begin to explorethe conceptof identity, the express topicof themore recentarticles.
For example, Katfaerine H. Burkman'sarticle, "TheDemeterMyth andDoubling in
Marsha Norman's 'night.Mother,*' focuses on the sunilarity she perceives between Jessie
and Thelma in the play. Burkman also explores the informativerelationshipbetween the
Demeter myth and Norman's play. Put very simply, she finds that both stories focus on a
mother faced with losing her daughter and that both mothers (Demeter and Thelma) refuse to
take in nourishing foods at the onset of their daughters' separation. In addition, Burkman
emphasizes the imity between mother and daughter by asserting that both Thelma and Jessie
are "in death's grip" and that **the major difference between Jessie Gates and her mother
seems to be a question of appetite" (255).
This difference in appetites is the focus ofLaura Morrow's article "Orality and
Identity in 'night, Mother and Crimes ofthe Heart,** Looking closely at the play's use of
food and the kitchen as central and unifying forces in the play. Morrow calls Mama an "orally
fixated" person who "does not satisfy her needs through her own efforts but depends on
others for validation" (24). This observation appears to be a precursor to the idea forwarded
by both Sally Browder ^d Janet Brown: females' identities are embedded in relationships.
Mama, Morrow claims, "finds stimulation and contentmentin food rather than in people"
(24). In addition. Morrow identifies Jessie as being orally fixated as well; however, her
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fixation is not food but smoking, "which she [Jessie] associates with power and self-
determination" (29).
Although Morrow claims that both Thelma and Jessie are orally fixated, she
emphasizes fundamental differences between them. Basically, she asserts that Thelma and
Jessie approach reality differentiy. Mama distracts herself from "unpleasant truth" through
eating, engaging in idle chatter, and completingprojects that have been planned by others
(i.e., crocheting) (26). Morrow identifies Mama's inability to acknowledge reality as "a
central source of tragedy in this play" (26). In Morrow's view, Jessie cannot partake of this
way of dealing with the world, and her lack of appetite is a sign of that; nevertheless, Jessie
demonstrates her love for her mother by helping to sustain it through acts like ordering mtlk-
and instructing her mother to "be more selfish [with her food] from now on" (Norman 81).
Also, Morrow suggests that women's identities are often determined by others, for she
writes, "Jessie ultimately creates a self by negating the self that was the collaborative creation
of others" (30). Morrow's interpretation begins to look at the question of how identity is
formed, which is something that more recent scholars have done quite extensively.
"Doing Time: Hunger for Power iti Marsha Norman's Plays" is another article that
focuses on the important roles of food and eating in 'night, Mother. In this article Lynda
Hart examines another of Norman's plays, Getting Out (1977). She claims the act of eating
constitutes a certain amount of control overone's body and finds that food is a significant
factor in both plays. Hart claims that Jessie is unable to find the right food to keep her alive.
Since Jessie cannot find sufficient power in eating, unUke both Arlie, in Getting Out, and her
own mother, she is powerless in her everyday existence. In an almost circular argument,
Hart argues that Jessie lacks powerbecauseshelacks an appetite. Thus, she exerts power
over her own life by ending it.
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Like Morrow, Hart sees Jessie as trying to create her own separate self rather than
remaining the self that has been defined by and through others.. Hart also touches on the
concept that female identity relies on relationships:
Jessie has ignored her own development by sacrificing herself to others—
mother, father, husband and son. Finally, having coiifronted the emptiness
of her existence and the absence of self-development, she wants some
answers from the most fundamental of sources, her mother. (77)
Nancy Chodorow's theory of identity development underlies the more recent group
of articles. Briefly, according to Chodorow's feminist revision ofFreud's "myth" of human
development, both males and females identifythemselves not in relation to their fathers but in
relation to their mothers because they are, in most cases, the primary caretakers. As a result,
males identify themselves as being different from their mothers and come into their identities
quite early. In contrast, because daughtersshare the sex of theirmothers, females initially
identify themselves as being similar to their mothers and, thus, do not develop a separate
sense of self until much later. Dorothy Dinnerstein, an expert on the topic ofmothering,
farther illustrates the process Chodorow has identified:
[A 'woman'slfirstfightfor some personal autonomy...was in a sensefought
against herself. It was fought against a parent of her own gender, a parent
with whom she is apt to have remained passively identified, as a baby, longer
and more deeply than a boy would, and with whom she is apt to have
identified herself actively, as a small child, more fully than a littie boy could.
Separating the sense of oneself from the old sense of continuity with the
mother is a problem for eveiy child; but it is ordinarily a much harder problem
for a daughter than for a son. (qtd. in Spencer 369, emphasis Dinnerstein's)
Jenny S. Spencer employs Chodorow's and Dinnerstein's explanations of the female
separatibn-individuation process in her article "Norman's 'night, Mother. Psycho-drama of
Female Identity." In this article. Spencer's use of this concept is twofold: (1) With this
concept she is able to identify reasons that men and women experience the play quite
differentiy. (2) It allowsher to identify the workings of the mother-daughterrelationship that
Norman depicts.
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Spencer became interested in investigating men's and women's reactions to the play
after having noted a marked difference in their reactions to a perfohnance of 'night, Mother
she attended. Following up on her initial interest, Spencer later surveyed a number of
reviews and again found major differences in their reactions. She found that men were
generally indifferent and even bored with the play, while women often expressed having had
a cathartic and emotional experience during their viewing of the play. In an effort to explain
these differences, Spencer looks to Chodorow's theory of identity development. She claims
that women become emotionally involved because the play, with its specifically domestic
setting and focus on a mother-daughter relationship, represents their own identity
development. In contrast, men tend to remain quite objective because the play represents the
experience of "the other."
Spencer also applies Chodorow's theory to Norman's characters. According to
Spencer, as the play begins Jessie has not yet developed a sense of herself that is separate
from her mother. Explaining Jessie's motives for telling her mother of her plan to kill
herself. Spencer writes, "...through both her actions and her words, we sense Jessie's
sincere desire to make some connectionwith her mother as a separate,"fully himianbeing
before she goes" (370). Conceding to objections somemight raise, however, Spencer also
acknowledges that Jessie's action may be alternately viewed as
a finely-tuned, methodically planned torture [for] what Jessie ultimately
demands from her mother seemsboth infantile and impossible: not only
complete control over the evening,but her mother's unqualifiedlove,
undivided attention, unmitigatedsupport, and with it, at least passive
collaboration in the suicide." (370)
Thus, whether viewed as an act of kindness or of torture, Jessie's motive, to create an
identity for herself, remains unchanged in Spencer's interpretation.
In her brief article, "'I Thought YouWereMine': MarshaNorman's 'night, Mother,"
SallyBrowder alsocallsuponNancy Chodorow's theory of female psychological
development. Like Spencer, Browder claims thatJessie has failed to separate from her
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mother and forge her own identity. Browdernotesthat only recentlyhave psychologists
acknowledged that "Female identitymay not be a matterof recognizingdifferencesso much
as recognizing similarities" and that '^ women's lives areembedded in relationships" (111).
Furthermore, Browder suggests that *night. Mother portrays one of the perils of females'
gaining then: identity through thisprocess, for"a daughter may fail to develop a sense of self
outside of relationships" (111). Because Jessie's only ongoing relationship is withher
mother, Browder posits that Jessiemaintains an "exclusivereliance upon her mother as sole
companion" (112). When Jessie realizes that her mother cannot give her a "sense of self,...a
senseofmeaning in life...," Browder writes, sheoptsto commit suicide in order to finally
take control over what will become of her life and her identity (112).
In her chapter onNormanin Taking CenterStage: Feminism in Contemporary US
Drama, JanetBrownalsoapplies Chodorow's theory to "night Mother. AlthoughBrown
realizesthat ThelmaandJessieare"different people," sheclaims that "they seem tobe
complementary sidesof one female self because of their shared experiences and their
"altematepatterns of motion andstasis, of engagement anddisengagement" (75). Brown
echoes Browder's assessment of female identity being "embedded in relationships," for she
writes that Jessie is attempting
to achieve autonomy.. .inconnection... .By honestly sharing herdeepest
feelings with hermother, Jessiehas createda matureconnection withher,
replacing the childish bondofmerged personalities thatChodorow describes.
Shedefines herself asa separate butloving adult, demonstrating a distinctly
female autonomy in connection. (72-3, emphasis mine)
Thus, Jessie hascreated an identity forherself before committing suicide. Hersuicide
appears tobenotameans ofgaining identity but rather a result offinally gaining heridentity.
Brown concludes her discussion by asserting that 'night. Mother is adistinctly feminist play,
for Jessie stmggles '^ithin the patriarchal society to define [herself] as [an] autonomous
beingwhoyetmaintains a caring connection with others" (76).
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Raynette Halverson Smith, in 'night, Mother and TrueWest. Mirror Images of
Violenceand Gender," dso approaches theplay froma psychoanalytical standpoint. As the
other critics have already argued, Smith claims that Jessie needs to separate from her mother,
but she adds that Jessie is also trying to escape the trap of femininity. Focusing on the
violence within 'night. Mother, Jessie's suicide. Smith asserts that "the violence of
separation frommother leaves...the absent female" (288). Smithappears to be defending
Norman's play, which she reports has been attacked by feminists for representing
stereotypical gender roles and solutions (i.e., suicide). In her readingof the play. Smith
asserts that **the use of the exaggeratedgender stereotypes and violence for which [Norman
has] been criticized actually functions to deconstructthese gendermyths" (277).
Interestingly enough, LouisK.Greiffchooses to examine Jessie's relationship to her
father, oneof the famed "absentmales" of theplay. Heclaims that theirrelationship is the
informing relationship of theplay rather than the mother-daughter relationship towhich so
many others havepointed. According toGrieff, Jessie's suicide is an attempt tomerge with
herfather, whom Grieffdescribes as "aman who retreated into himselfmost effectively as a
means of escaping the unpleasant" (225). Grieff reasons that because Jessie cannot or will
not besoeasily distracted from her reality, she chooses '"nothing,' in its perfect negativity,
as far preferable to the shabby 'something' theworld hasoffered [her]" (227).
A New Type of Criticism: Computers and Empirical Analysis
Criticswho practiceempirical analyses of literary texts, often referred to as
quantitative analysis, analyze the text inanentirely different way than the typical scholar.
Rather than relying onan intuitive response tothe text and then using selectively gathered
examples from the text to support assertions, theempirical scholar, more oftenthannot,
begins with ahypothesis and then generates data that either validates, disproves, or
complicates theoriginal, intuitive inteipretation of the text. Themaindifference between the
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more traditional mode of analysis and recent empirical modes seems to be that the latter relies
on the text for answers and goes out of its way to achieve objectively verifiable results.
Critics working in the empirical mode, such as Smith and Paul Fortier, claim that employing
these methods will eventually lead to a new type of criticism. As I mentioned in the -
introduction. Smith sees critics moving from intuitive analysis of themes and style to the
analysis of "actual textual features" (39). Fortier even suggests that this shift in proofwill
cause a shift in prestige among literary critics because "the computer can provide •
demonstrations of verifiable textual phenomena" that are independent of the critic who
explains them (91).
Considering that computers have been around for over forty years and empirical
methods for much longer, the greater critical community has been rather laggard to adopt
them into their methodology. In fact, not only have many scholars declined to learn about
and practice this newly developing approach, but many have also expressed disdain for the
practice. Willie van Peer presents a number of the charges often waged against this critical
approach in his 1989 article, "Quantitative Studies of Literature. A Critique and an Outiook."
Specifically,van Peer mentionsthat becjause quantitativestudies "[tum] linguistic
qualities ofa text into numerical form," skeptics claim tiiatthey "undermine the very
foundations upon which the studyof literature must necessarily be based" (302). They
protestthat instead of "an analysis of a deeper understanding of the literary text.. .the shaping
and projection into some strange non-literary version of the text, which is non-existent to the
real world at large" results (303-4, emphasis his). While it is true that a concordance
changesthe physicalrepresentation of a text, literary scholars havebeen producing
concordances by hand for decades; it appears, though, that traditionally few scholars have
usedthemin a quantitative manner, vanPeeralso relates tiiat somefeelthis approach
employs "a view of the language that is sosimplified and naive (and therefore soutterly
mistaken)" that the majority ofresults produced through this method are of little, if any, value
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to the discipline (303). Richard W. Bailey also mentions that the focus on the individual
elements that make up a text leads critics into the "limited conceptual framework ofNew
Criticism" (10), for *The concordance and its natural uses depend largely on the notion of a
text as an aggregate of repeating and varying elements, and the linear organization of the text
is largely ignored except for occasional observations of the density or clustering of
repetitions" (7).
Having noted these objections, both van Peer and Bailey go on to explain how the
empiric^ approach might benefit literary analysis. According to vanPeer, such anapproach
will be truly worthwhile to literary analysis if those involved in quantitative research develop
"new concepts relating to the dimension of textuality" and connect their work to "general
issues of literary theory" (306). Bailey also claims they should be "properly welcomed by
humanists because [they extend] accepted methods and [confirm] the kind of hypothes[es]
that [are] familiar in conventional scholarship" (10). Thus, it appears that empirical
researchers may not be working so far outside of the traditional methods of inquiry.
Nevertheless, an even more serious objection traditional critics have brought forth is
that computers may eventually remove the human element from literary studies. Critics who
employ computers arid empirical methods in their research refute this argument, however, as
they consider computer technology to be a great advancement in their field. They claim that it
facilitates their work by allowing them to examinemore data and produce more reliable
results. To illustrate, Ellis and Favat claim that "the computer does not usurp the critic's
essential functions" but in fact enhances them. Moreover, they argue that with the computer
"The critic is able operate unhampered by the clerical obstacles involved in the search for
evidence" and is able to "ask questions that previouslyhe [or she] could have only wished to
ask" (637-8).
Various critics, have also asserted that computers produce more reliable results than
conventional methods of inquiry. A. J. Aitken, forexample, writes that computers remove
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"the natural human tendency unconsciously to doctor the data by overlooking contrary items
of evidence so as to reach preconceived results" (vii). Similarly, Paul A. Fortier writes,
"Because the machine works on the surface of the text, and is not influenced—as note-taking
is—by the state of inind of the person examining the text, it forces the critic to examine the
text on its own, not the critic's terms" (91).
A further benefit of studying texts on their own terms, some claim, is the
identification of previously uncovered textual characteristics. Allan B. Ellis and F. Andre
Favat claim that through establishing "semantic" fields, which Fortier calls "constellations of
words related to a theme" (qtd. in Mzany, 19), readings that have heretofore been
overlooked by conventional analysis may be discovered, examined, and supported.
Concurring with this view, Estelle Mzany asserts that using computers to study texts can
"enhance the reader's appreciation of how the author has structured and encoded themes,
images, meanings, attitudes, and character roles in the dramatic dialogue" (25).
Those practicing computer-aided studies are not blind to the difficulties associated
with their approach, however. Rather than warning about computers dehumanizing literary
studies, as skeptics do, those familiar with the approach instead demonstrate a concem over
the issues of relevance and over-production that may result. Addressing the issue of
relevance. Smith notes.
As with any critical mode, a study using the computer must begin with a
strong initial hypothesis or question. In its initial formulation £e problem
should be cast in a familiarcontext, using conventional terminology.
Similarly, the study must justify itself within conventional critical values; it
must be worth doing in its own right and not simply something that is done
because the computer do it. (40)
Concerning the second issue, vanPeerasserts thatbecause current technology allows
"even...students" access to "sophisticated concordances andanalyses that onecould only
dream of twenty years ago," empirical studies demand "a keen sense of the relevance of the
data generated" (306).
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An Empirical Approach to 'night, Mother
Thus far I have provided an overviewof the various promises and pitfalls of using
empiricalmethods to study texts. I now turnmy focus tomy researchquestions and
discussing a few articles that have facilitated the development of my approach to them.
My basic research questions stem fromboth the text of 'night,Mother andmy own
curiosity aboutthe benefits of empirical analysis. Basically, I wanted to findout howI could
test the interpretations that others haveoffered andextendthis analysis to explainother
features of the text. I also wanted to discem whether the struggle between Jessie and Mama
is on the pageor if it is simplyan impression the audience gets from the culturalcontext
surrounding the subjectof suicide. To accomplish anyof these goals, I neededto develop
some effective methods.
Because 'night, lacks conventional act and scene divisions, deciding how to
divide up the play for this study at first proved problematic. However, Potter*s "Changes in
Shaw's Dramatic Rhetoric: Mrs. Warren's Profession, MajorBarbara, and Heartbreak
House** has provided me with some useful concepts. In this article, Pptter tells of re
establishing scene breaks rather than relying on the ones provided by the playwright. In
doing so, the literary critic creates divisions that facilitate studies of the play's rhetorical
features. For such studies. Potter extends the following definition of "scene": "A scene
consists of all the action and representation between two rhetorically determined moments in
an act The rhetoric of the work determines the line after which one may say that a new scene
has begun" (227). Potter also claims that if a critic establishes "specific scene
boundaries.. .by listing the first line and the last line [of the scene], other critics will at least
know the field under analysis" (228) and may choose to work with them or establish their
own boundaries for analysis. For this study I accept the "scene" boundaries Brown
identified. I use empirical methods to examine Brown's interpretation of these "scenes" and
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discuss the structure of 'night, Mothefs dialogue in more detail. Table 1 shows the
boundaries for the textual divisions I use throughout this chapter.
EstelleMzarry's article, in "SomeApproaches to Computer Analysis of Dialogue in
Theater: BueroVallejo's En la ardiente oscuridad" alsohelpedme to developmy
methodology Irizarry posits that"computer-aided analysis [is] particularly appropriate [tothe
study of discourse] because it provides ways for theresearcher to isolate and analyze the
clearly defined rhetorical unitwhich is thedramatic dialogue" (15). Furthermore, in this
Table 1: The Database's Segment Divisions^
Segment 1.01 First line-
Last line-
-Mama: Jessie, it's the last snowball, sugar.
-Jessie: It's not a joke. Mama.
Segment 1.02 First line—^Mama: That gun's no good, you know.
Last line—^Jessie: Be back in a minute.
Segment 1.03 First line-
Last line-
-Mama: I started to, but I didn't.
-Mama: Have a good time.
Segment 1.04 First line-
Last line-
-Jessie: We can't go on fussing all night.
-Jessie: Mama...
Segment 1.05 First line-
Last line-
-Mama: All right.
-Mama: Ready for your apple now?
Segment 1.06 First line-
Last line-
—Jessie: Soon as I'm through here, Mama.
-Mama: How were you going to get [a] husband never
opening your moutib to a living soul?
Segment 1.07 First line-
Last line-
-Jessie: So I was quiet about it, so what?
-Jessie: Mama, you don't pack your garbage when you
move.
Segment 1.08 First line—^Mama: You will not call yourself garbage, Jessie.
Last line—^Jessie: You.. .just rest a minute.
Segment 1.09 First line-
Last line-
—Mama: Jessie, how can I live here withotit you?
-Mama: I might not have thought of all the things you've
said.
Segment 1.10 First line-
Last line—
-Jessie: It's O.K., Mama.
-Mama: Loretta, let me talk to Dawson, honey.
^These divisions of thetext were originally created toconfonn to the mainframe computer's requirements for
segments of no more than 200 lines of text and later modified to conespond to Brown's movements.
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article, she identifies and examines a numberof textual features through empirical and
quantitative methods. I have chosen toexamine a number ofthese features to identify areas
on which to focus my attention and to discuss the dynamicsof the play's dialogue. I
investigate the textual features tiiat Irizarry refers to as "characters' roles anddialogic
structure," "repeat rates of semantic fields," "distribution and density of theme words and
imagery," "dialogic variation andcharacter," andcharacter interaction.
With these objectives in sight, I compiled tables of thedatathatI collected from
conducting specific word searches of the database. Table 2 shows examples of theword lists
I wasable to generate using the 'night, Mother database. In addition to alphabetic and
frequency-ranked word lists, thecomputer isable tocompile KWIC (key word incontext)
concordances, a fiinction whichhas provided mewithuseful information, such as who
speaks each word and where. Table 3 is a complete KWIC concordance for the word
"milk."
Table 2: Partial Word Lists from 'night, Mother Database
First 20 Words from Alphabetical Word List First 20Words from Frequency Word List
1. 'CAUSE 1 1. YOU 617
2. 'DISH 1 2. I 556
3. •EM 4 3. TO 393
4. •NIGHT 3 4. AND 356
5. A 214 5. THE 352
6. A&P 1 6. IT 293
7. ABLE 1 7. A 214
8. ABOUT 94 8. ME 167
9. ABSOLUi'ELY 1 9. HE 155
10. ACCIDENT 3 10. WHAT 150
11. ACCOMPLISHMENT 1 11. IN 138
12. ACCOUNT 1 12. THAT 135
13. ACROSS 1 13. OF 130
14. ACT 3 14. FOR 125
15. ACl'lNG 1 15. LIKE 120
16. ADD 3 16. NOT 116
17. ADDED 1 17. HAVE 114
18. ADMIT 1 18. DON'T 113
19. ADVANTAGE 1 19. DO 112
20. AFRAID 6 20. KNOW 110
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Table 3: KWIC Concordance of "Milk" from 'night, Mother Database
Seg
ment Character Keyword "Milk" in Context
1.01 Jessie: found the bullets. They were in an old milk can.
1.01 Mama: I shoulda got you to bring down that milk can. Agnes Fletcher sold hers to
1.02 Jessie: On the phone with Agnes. About the milk can, I guess. Anyway, I asked
1.04 Jessie: Except you don't like milk.
1.04 Mama: I hate milk. Coats your throat as bad as okra.
1.05 Mama: it was funnier that way. God, this milk in here.
1.05 Jessie: that was bad, but it's not. It's the milk, all right.
1.06 Jessie: You should drink milk.
1.06 Jessie: drawer of your dresser in an old Milk of Magnesia box. Cecil left me
1.09 Mama: I look in my pink dress, and drink my milk. You're supposed to go around
In addition, Ragnar Rommetveit's article, "Dominance and Asymmetries in A DolVs
House,^^ led me develop a tool to aid my study of dramatic dialogue. In his analysis of
dialogue, Rommetveit looks at each speaking tum of the two main characters, Helmer and
Nora, and then ranks them on a scale through a method called "initiative-response analysis."
Although I have not assigned each speaking tum within 'night, Mother a numerical rank, I
have plotted out each tum, and the topic(s) covered in that tum, on tables. I call these tables
"topic maps." In brief, they make the topics covered throughout the conversation more
readily visible. As a result of the "maps," I was able to identify a nuniber of topic clusters
within the dialogue. These topic maps have also facilitatedmy idenitifying the introduction
of new topics, the dropping of old topics, recurringtopics, and conflicting topics. Table 4 is
a reproduction of the dialogue that occurs in tums one through six of segment 1.03of 'night.
Mother^, andTable 5 is a topicmap I havecreated fromthat samepieceof dialogue.
The topic maps condense the topics or subjectsbeing discussedrather than the exact
words that are spoken. Within the topic maps, slashes (/) between topics signify that they
are tied together in theconversation and not necessarily discussed separately. Forexample,
in tum five, Jessie mentions thewashing machine. Asthis topic is a partof a larger one,
Jessie's plan to prepareher motherfor living alone, I haveindicatedthis interrelatedness with
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Table 4: Turns One through Six of Segment 1.03
Turn Mama Jessie
1 I started to, but I didn't. I didn't
call him.
Good. Thank you.
2 What's this all about, Jessie? About?
3 What did I do? Nothing. Want a caramel?
4 You're mad at me. Not a bit. I am worried about you,
but Fm going to do what I can
before I go. We're not just
going to sit around tonight. I
made a list of things.
5
6
What things?
I know how the washer works. You
put the clothes in. You put the
soap in. You turn it on. You
wait
How the washer works. Things like
that.
You do something else. You don't
just wait.
Table 5: Partial Topic Map of Segment 1.03
Turn Mama Jessie
1
2
3
4
5
6
Dawson / telephone
questions Jessie / suicide
questions Jessie / suicide
mad / suicide
plan
washer, waiting
Dawson / telephone
echoes / suicide
answers / suicide, food
mad / suicide, plan
plan / washer
waiting
a slash (/). Commas(,) betweentopicsindicate that a new topic is introduced in this turn or
that a topic, althoughjuxtaposedwith the "main"topic in a singleturn, is tangential to the
discussion already in progress. To illustrate, in Jessie's third turn she asks her mother if she
would like a caramel. Because her mentionof food is tangential to the discussion at hand,
why Jessie plans to commit suicide, I have marked it off with a comma^
^After Jessie's announcement that she plans to commit suicide, every statement in this play is related in
someway to her following throughwith it. Thus, suicide couldappearin bracketsin each of the turnslisted
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CHAPTER 2. INVESTIGATING 'NIGHT,
MOTHER'S CENTRAL THEMES AND TOPICS
In this chapter I examine a number of themesand topics within the text of 'night.
Mother. In the first part of the chapterI discuss two themes to whichpsychoanalytic critics
havepaidmiichattention: food and identity. Mypurpose is to identifythe textualbasis for
their interpretations as well as to explainwhatfunctions thesethemes/topics performin the
text. In the latter part of this chapterI consider a number of semanticfields, basicallyword
clusters, that havenot previouslybeen examined: wordsthat are relatedto speech, time,
violence, guns, and death.
Food
Without question, food is a significant and readily,identifiable partof this playandits
dialogue. Several critics, including Burkn^, Morrow, and Hart have written articles that
focus onorality, andthus, on food. Since food words areconcrete andfairly common, they
are notdifficult to identify in the textandlend themselves to a quantitative investigation.
Table 6 shows thatMama and Jessieuse 120food wordsthroughoutthe courseof their
conversation, andmy topic maps reveal that it is partof their discussion in 73 speaking turns.
As mainy critics have discussed food in 'night, Mother, its importance isnot son^thing that
truly iieeds tobeestablished through empirical methods. However, empirical methods prove
essentid if onehopes togobeyond very general discussions and to provide detailed
descriptions of how food operates in the dialogue.
Psychoanalytical critics, in their discussions oforality in 'night. Mother, assert that
the question of appetite is a factor that either determines or reflectsMama's and Jessie's
on the topic maps. For brevity's sake, however, I have not included suicide in every instance, but only where
thereference to suicideis fairlyovertor direct.
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Table 6: Total FoodWords in 'night, Mother
milk 10 marshmallows 2 macaroni
cocoa 9 meals 2 mint
apple 8 orangeade 2 orange
okra 7 pudding 2 peanut brittle
caramel 6 rice 2 pickles
chocolate 5 sweet 2 popsicle
sugar 5 breakfast 1 salt
coffee 4 clam 1 sanka
candy 3 clams 1 snowball
food 3 cokes 1 sour
ketchup 3 corn 1 spoon
supper 3 cornflakes 1 stale
tuna 3 egg 1 strawberries
apples 2 fried 1 toffee
butter 2 fudge 1 treats
carrots 2 hershey 1 vegetable
coconut 2 horehound 1 water
lemonade 2 licorice 1
Grand Total 120
attitudes toward life. They refer to the instance when Jessie says that if she "really liked rice
pudding or cornflakes for breakfast or something, that might be enough" to stick around
i
(Norman 77). Most often, critics focus either on the symbolic qualities of the word "milk,"
which for them is rich with connotationsof mother-childrelationships, or Jessie's and
Mama's contrasting attitudes toward eating. Burkman writes, *the major difference between
JessieGates andhermother seems to be a question of appetite" (255). Morrow claims that
food, alongwith talk and crocheting,distractMama from the '^mpleasant truth" of her life,
but, because Jessie lacks an appetite, she cannot be so easily distracted (26). These
discussions describe how Mama and Jessie view food and use it or do not use it in their
everydaylives, but theydo not attempt to reveal how the topicof foodactuallyworksin the
dialogue.
In their discussions of food, criticsmost oftenfocus onmilk andhot cocoa, the two
most frequently used food words in 'night. Mother. However, in their discussions they
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attach a symbolic meaning to milk-, hinting that it performs a symbolic function in the play,
whereas they do so for no other food item. Of the ten times the word "milk" appears in the
dialogue, "milk," in specific reference to food, appears only six times, which is less often
than the food words "cocoa," "apple," and "okra" surface. Table 2 shows that three uses of
the word "milk" refer to a "milk can" in the attic and another to a "Milk ofMagnesia" box.
The critics' greater emphasis on "milk" appears to result more from the connotations of
mother-child relationships the word evokes in their minds, rather than from a significant use
of the word "milk" in the text.
Considering "milk" in the context of 'night, Mother rather than the broad context of
Western literature, I see milk as an important topic in the play because it is a food item as well
as one of the few topics on which Mama and Jessie hold a mutual opinion. In the next
section of this chapter, I will take up the subject ofMama's and Jessie's diametrically
opposing views of life, which go f^ beyond a simple difference in appetite. I want to
preface that section now by focusing on their shared view ofmilk and how the situation they
face causes them to argue even over this seemingly neutral topic.
In segments 1.04 and 1.05, Jessie andMama discuss a topic on which they concur:
both of them dislike milk and agree that hot cocoa would be good if it were not for the milk it
contains. In spite of this agreement, in segment 1.06milk provides Jessie and Mama with a
topic for disagreement. Significantly, milkis notwhatJessieandMama are actually arguing
about. Rather, their quarrelovermilk is a resultof their struggle for power in the
conversation. When Jessie tells Mama that she "should drink milk" and that she has
instructed the milkmen to continuedelivering it nomatterwhatMama tells him, she uses milk
as ap^ ofher larger scheme to assure Mama's welfare and relieve herself ofguilt about
committing suicide. Andwhen Mama refuses todrinkmilk, she is telling Jessiethat she
does notcondone herplanto commit suicide and will riot go along willingly withJessie's
plan toprepare herfor life after the suicide. Milk seems tobea stand-in topic which provides
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a means for Jessie and Mama to express feelings that they cannot or do not wish to address
directly.
Milk is not the only food item to be used in such a way in the dialogue. Throughout
the middle section of the play (segments 1.04-1.06) the topic of food, in the various forms of
hot cocoa, okra, coffee, and caramel apples, functions in much the same way. Table 7 lists
the distribution of the topic of food according to database's ten textual units. In segments
1.04-1.05 the topic of food appears in over one fourth of the conversational turns.
Table 7: Turns Involving References to Food
Number of Turns Involving Food as a Percentage of Turns
Segment Topic / Number of Turns in Segment Involving Food as a Topic
1.01 5/84 6.0
1.02- 1/59 1.7
1.03 5/ 154 3.2
1.04 29/81 35.8
1.05 16/ 69 33.3
1.06 12/46 26.1
1.07 0/25 0
1.08 1/101 1.0
1.09 2/34 5.9
1.10 4/68 5.9 •
In this middle portion of the play, segments 1.04-1.05, Mama and Jessie are in the
kitchen talking overhotcocoa, which may explain thehighfrequency of thisparticular food
term. But they also speakoften of okra, something withwhich they arenot directly
involved. So the focus on food cannot simply be explained away as a necessary part of the
stagebusiness. Theirdiscussions of food, okrafor example, are oftentied to larger issues;
okra directly involves their neighbor, Agnes, and indirectly encompasses concepts of
\
normalcy and tmth. The discussion of okra underlines the fact that Mama and Jessie
appreciate different things in life. Mama appreciates things that are entertaining; Jessie
appreciates things that are true. Mama does not "know how much okra the average person
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eats" (41), nor does she know how much okra Agnes actually eats, and she honestly could
not care less about those facts. She simply wants to entertain Jessie with stories about the
crazy okra-eating lady next door so that she might gam more time with Jessie and possibly
even prevent the suicide. Throughout thisconversation. Mamatakes pleasurein spinning
tales about Agnes' habits and being temporarily divertedfrom the all too serious issue of
suicide. Jessie, however, would prefer to learn the truth about Agnes and how much okra
she eats. Furthermore, Jessie's motivation for discussing Agnes differs greatly from
Mama's. Jessie.'discusses Agnes as a part of her plan. In order to relieve herself of the
possibleguilt she feels for leavinghermotherto spendthe rest of her life alone, she presents
Agnes as a likely companion.
In addition to food's ability to highlight Mama's and Jessie's differences, from my
examination of the data I have identified three main functions that food performs in this
middle portion of the dialogue. For both Mamaand Jessie, food provides a safe topic on
which to focus, as it removes the focus from uncomfortable topics (i.e., suicide, epilepsy,
divorce). In segment 1.04, for example, Jessie and Mama are discussing Agnes and why
she does not visit the house when Jessie is there. Jessie presents Mama with a direct
question, but Mama is reluctant to provide a straightanswerbecause the reason involves
Jessie. Diverting the discussion from Jessie's question. Mama pauses and then says, "Well
now, what a good idea. We should've had more cocoa. Cocoa is perfect" (41). The
diversion is only temporarily successful, however, and Jessie continues her line of
questioriing only two turns later. Interestingly enough, Jessie also uses this diversionary
technique in segment 1.06 when she and Mama are discussing Jessie's seizures. After
reprimanding her mother for needlessly sending her to the hospital, she tums the subject to
food:
Youknowthereneverwasany reason to call the ambulance for me. All they
ever did forme in the emergency roomwas let me wakeup. I could've done
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that here. Now, Tlljust call them out and you say yes or no. I know you
like pickles. Ketchup? (55)
The previousexample also reveals another wayfoodoperates in the dialogue: Jessie
uses food to gain or assert control. In the above instance, Jessie takes charge by turning the
discussion to food and the activity of cleaning out the refrigerator, which is a part of this
evening as she has planned it. Jessiewishes to set thingsin orderbeforeshe commits
suicide, and her statement makes a transition into this preparatory activity. Early in segment
1.06, Jessie also says, "I told them [the milkmen] to keep delivering a quart a week no matter
what you said. I told them you'd run out of Cokes andyou'd have to drink it..." (54).
Again, through this statement, Jessiereaffirms hercommitment to follow her plan throughto
the end. By connecting the present with the future, Jessie asserts her will. Notably, these
same instances reveal much about Jessie's character. It appears that in her mind providing
food for someone and caring for someone are inseparable. For Jessie, food is simply a
practical, life-assuring commodity. For Mama,who is overly fond of food, it provides
comfort and pleasure, which is why she offers to make hot cocoa for Jessie. If I offer Jessie
food. Mama reasons, Jessie will stay. But food and pleasure are not the same in Jessie's
view.
Finally, discussing food provides Mama and Jessie with an alternative means to
discuss their conflicting opinions over difficult issues, such as their relationship and Jessie's
decision to commit suicide. In other words, Norman's characters disengage from their anger
or judgment concerning the greater issues of their lives and transfer those strong emotions to
the discussion of food. Their argument over milk in segment 1.06, where Jessie tells Mama
that the milk will continue to arrive no matterwhat she says, is an example of this
transference, for Jessie is implying that she will go without Mama's consent and the milk- will
also still arrive whether she wants it to or not after the suicide.
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Moreover, the languageMama and Jessie use to describemilk is particularlynegative.
Of the negativelyjudgmental adjectives I have identified, they employ the most negative in
their discussion ofmilk, a food item. To illustrate, Mama says, "I hate milk. Coats your
throat as bad as okra. Something just downrightdisgusting about it" (42, emphasis mine).
Jessie also says, "Yeah, it's [the hot cocoa] pretty bad. I thought it was my memory, .'.but
it's not. It's the milk, all right" (45, emphasismine). If one accepts the symbolic
relationship between milk and mothering,Mama and Jessie appear to be indirectly criticizing
their mother-daughter relationship through this discussion.
In contrast to the direct way Mama expresses her distaste for specific food items is the
manner in which she expresses her disapproval of Jessie's choice to commit suicide. For
example, when Mama uses the words "crazy" and "retarded" in reaction to Jessie's plan, she
does not connect those judgments directly to Jessie, but rather passes judgement on Jessie's
actionsor wishes. In segment1.01,for example. Mamadoes not call Jessie "crazy";
instead, she says, "This is crazy talk, Jessie" (16). Mama also says in a generalized
statement, "No, mam, [suicide] doesn't makesense, unlessyou're retardedor deranged,"
and goes on to say, "and you're as normal as they come, Jessie" (17-18). Mama's and
Jessie's use of "crazy" and"bad" centers onotherpeople and things, such as Agnes, Ricky,
and food. Thus,Mama and Jessiedo not openly disapprove of one anotherbut tend to
displace theirdissatisfaction by directly criticizing matteroutside of themselves and their
relationship.
' -V
Because the numbers in Table 6 show that references to food are most dense in
segments 1.04-1.06,1 decided toinvestigate how the topic offood functions inother parts of
the dialogue, since what Norman does with food throughout segments 1.04-1.06might be
unique to this central portion ofthe text. From what I have found, food operates similarly in
most other sections of the dialogue; however, its use as a diversion is more evident in the
middle segments because the infrequency ofits use highlights the odd points ofthe
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conversation at which it is infroduced. Notably, Jessie uses this strategy habitually, but
Mama does not.
In segments where food is not a central focus of the discussion (1.01-1.03 and 1.07-
1.10) Jessie tends to use food with two main purposes in mind: sidestepping difficult
topics, and asserting her will through preparing her mother to live without her. When Mama
presses Jessie for answers about her plan to commit suicide, Jessie introduces food in the
hopes ofdiverting Mama's attention and sidestepping the topic a total of five times. In
segment 1.02, for example, Mama sarcastically voices her disapproval of Jessie's suicide.
All Jessie says in reply is "There's just no point in fighting me over it, that's all. Waiit some
coffee?" (20). Predictably, as Mama is trying to convince Jessie not to commit suicide, she
ignores Jessie's attempt to change the focus to food. Seconds later Mama asks what she has
done to cause Jessie to want to commit suicide. Jessie, unwilling to implicate Mama in this
decision, simply says, "Nothing. Want a caramel?" (21). According to the stage directions.
Mama, whom the critics have identified as orally fixated on food, ignores the candy and
presses on with her inquiry. In another instance, Jessie-avoids answering Mama's inquiries
about why she dislikes Dawson and Loretta by offering her a "chewy mint" (24). When
Jessie tells her mother that her nosy family is also not the reason she wants to die. Mama
asks, *Then what is it?" (25). In reply, Jessie begins instructing her about how to order
groceries. Also, in segment 1.03,Mama asks why Jessie began thinking about suicide on
Christmas. After providingan oblique answer, Jessieagainswitchesthe focus to food and
movesonto her plan by tellingMamahowthe sweets are organized in the cupboard(29).
As the final two examplesin the previous paragraph show,Jessie also introduces
food inorder toensure Mama's well-being after the suicide. Food has a conlplex function
forJessie here; in discussing herplans tokeep Mama well fed, Jessie is simultaneously
professing her resolution tocommit suicide. Infact, even before revealing thgt she plans to
commit suicide, Jessie connects taking care ofMama tofood. When Mama complains that
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the snowballs are gone, Jessiereplies that shehasbought an entire case of them for her.^
Jessie also uses food in this way towards the end of the play. As she and Mama are
discussing Jessie's funeral, Jessie says to Mama,
V Andbe sure to invite enough people home afterward so yougetenough food
to feed them all and have some left for you. But don't let anybody take
anything home, especially Loretta....You have to be more selfish from now
on. (81)
Knowing that Mama might be vulnerable at this time of sorrow, Jessie provides her with
advice that applies not only to food but to her life after the suicide as well. That Jessie
connects taking care of her loved ones with providing food for them also shows through in
the final segment of the play when she tells Mama that she is giving her watch to Ricky so
that he might afford a "goodmeal" (85). Although she no longer has a good relationship
with her son, Jessie wishes for him to be well fed, which, for her, seems to signify well-
being. Food, not conversation, is for Jessie the means through which she demonstrates her
affection for others.
By contrast, within segments 1.01-1.03 and 1.08-1.10Mama introduces the topic of
food only once. After Jessie has called herself "garbage" (60), she says, "I'll make your
apple now" (61). Mama seems to offer food as a comfort, a way of lifting Jessie's spirits
and bringing a close to Jessie's negativeevaluationof herself. Compared to Jessie's uses of
food, which areobvious attempts tomanipulate the conversation. Mama's appears
cooperative. She seems ready to grant Jessie's wishes, at least her wish to have hot cocoa
and a caramel apple before she goes. However, Mama's use of food in this case is also
manipulative: she is attempting topersuade Jessie to staybybeingagreeable andfocusing on
food, which for her provides pleasure and a valid reason to live.
Thus, food appears to serve a purpose whenever NormanhasMama and Jessie
introduce it in their conversation. Norman has not included food inthe dialogue simply
because this is a domestic drama. Rather, she uses food, a natural choice considering that
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this is a domestic drama, strategically to achieve a variety of effects in the conversation.
These effects include complex characterization, for we can see what motivates or fails to
motivate these characters by how they use food to manipulate the discussion. Food also
highlights the conflict betweenMama and Jessie; each characterchanges the topic of
conversation to food at various points because she does not wish to address the topic at hand.
The conflict is also revealed when one character introduces food and the other ignores it or
when food is introduced at clearly inappropriate times. My investigation has made Mama's
and Jessie's conflict readily observable as a textual characteristic. Their opposing values lie
on the page.
In sum, through employing empirical methods and treating the theme of food as a
characteristic that can be counted and analyzed, I have identified some ofNorman's
techniques for developing her characters and distinguishing between them. In addition, I
have gonebeyond a simplerecognition of food's symbolic importance andprovideda
description of how Norman uses the topic of food regularly to highlight the conflicts that
occur within the play.
Identity
ThatJessie lacks an identity and commits suicide toclaim one has beenthetopic of
muchcritical commentary. For example. Brown suggests thatMamaandJessieappear to be
more "complementary sides of one female self' than individuals who have separate, fully
formed identities. It appears, though, that Brown has drawn this conclusion from the action
on the stage rather than from the text, for she attributes this feeling totheir "^temate patterns
of motion and stasis, of engagement anddisengagement" (75). Burkman, too, claims that
there "isa doubling ofmother and daughter in the drama" (257). She writes, "Despite
differences inMama andJessie's appetites for food and life and their different attitudes
toward death.. .Norman establishes the similarity between mother and daughter early inthe
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play" (257), and cites the time when Mama says "We don't have anything anybody'd want,
Jessie. I mean, I don*t even want what we got, Jessie" (10) and Jessie replies "Neither do F'
(10) as establishing their existence as "aspects of one entity" (257). In doing so, Burkman
fails to comment on the irony of Jessie's statement, as Jessie says it prior to revealing her
intention to commit suicide and, instead, chooses to identify the statement as one that
expresses solidarity. Like Brown, Browder claims that Jessie commits suicide because she
finally realizes that Mama cannot provide her with a "sense of self,.. .a sense ofmeaning in
life" (112). Spencer also sees Jessie as not yet having her own identity and writes,
".. .through both her actions and her words, we sense Jessie's sincere desire to make some
connection with her mother as a separate, fully human being before she goes" (370).
In attempting to verify a textual basis for the critics' conclusions that Jessie lacks her
own identity and commits suicide in order to gain it, I have conducted a number of searches.
However, this task initially perplexed me. Conducting simple word counts and compiling
lists for concrete food words was quite straightforward. "Identity" is much more abstract.
Thus, in my preliminary approaches to this theme, I used clues from the critical articles as
guides.
My first searches began with Brown's observation that Mama uses the phrase
"neither am T' to express a connection between herself and Jessie. My computer-aided
search of the text showed that Mama uses this phrase only that one time in the dialogue.
Similarly, Jessie uses '^Neither do F' (10) to connect her view withMama's only the one time
that Burkman mentions. Along these same lines, I examinedMama's and Jessie's use of
"too," as in the phrase "me, too," as well as their use of "also." I found that neither character
uses "too" or "also" in reference to herself; in fact, theword"also" never appearsin the
dialogue. This path of explorationprovidedveiy litde insight into the textual basis of these
readings. Supposing that Brown, Burkman, and the others who have made assertions about
Jessie's identity,or lack thereof, must havebasedtheir interpretations onmore than these
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few phrases that express like opinions or states ofbeing, for they alone could not lead one to
draw such a conclusion about Mama and Jessie, I continued to investigate the text for
evidence to support their claims.
Continuing my inquiry, I looked to Jessie's and Mama's use of first person collective
pronouns, such as "our," "us," "we," and "you and me." Table 8 lists each character's total
use of first person collective pronouns. Throughout their discussion, Mama and Jessie use
collective pronouns rather infrequently, focusing much more often on their singular
identities. In fact. Mama and Jessie use "you" and "f a total of 617 and 556 times,
respectively; moreover, these two pronouns are the two highest frequency words in the entire
text.
Table 8: Use of First Person Collective Pronouns Referring to Mama and Jessie
Character we^ us^ you and me our
0 0
Mama 19 4
Jessie 18 2 2 1
Jessie uses "us" a total of five times in the text; however, she uses "us" to refer to herself and Mama ss a
collective onlytwice. This tableshows onlythose uses of thepronoun that refer toMama and'Jessie as a unit.
Mama uses "we"a total of 22 times and Jessie uses the word 21 times. Thetable shows only those uses of the
pronoun that refer to Mama and Jessie as a unit.
Inaddition totheir relatively infrequent use offirst pereon collective pronouns. Mama
and Jessie hardly ever use them instatements defining their identity. Jessie makes the only
definition statement concerning herself andMama asaunit in the dialogue, butit is rather
vague: "She [Loretta] thinks she's better than we are. She's not" (22). Ontheother hand,
Jessie defines herself in relation toRicky clearly and specifically, using "we" three times and
"us" twice in describingtheir similarity:
Rickyis asmuchlikemeas it's possible for anyhuman to be. We evenwear
thesame size pants—We look out atthe world and we see the same thing:
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Not Fair. And the only difference between us is Ricky's out there trying to
get even. (60, emphasis mine)
Jessie also uses "us" once in reference to herself and Daddy and once to herself and Cecil.
Similarly, Mama uses "us" once to refer to herself and others, once in reference to herself
and Agnes, and twice to herself and Daddy. Furthermore, when Mama asserts, "We're all
afraid to die" (18, emphasis hers), Jessiemaintainsher individualityand responds with "I'm
not. Mama" (18). In examining these rare uses, I found that even when Mama tries to
express solidarity, Jessie denies the connection and asserts her own identity, which is
frequency in direct opposition to Mama's perception, findings I will discuss further in the
section that follows. My investigation shows that critics apparently have not drawn their
conclusions from the characters' defining themselves as a unit or in relation to one another.
Havingobservedinstances of Jessieasserting her own identity, my next approachto
investigating the identity question was to examine how Mama and Jessie define themselves
through phrases such as "I am" and "you are," as well as the contracted forms "I'm" and
"you're." IfMama and Jessie produced similar descriptions of themselves, I reasoned, I
might have a text-based explanationfor the critics' assertions about identity. If not, I would
have a better idea of how each character views herself and the other as individuals.
This stage of the investigationinvolvedproducingKWIC concordances for each'of
these phrases and differentiating between statements that serve as definitions and those that
do not. For example, whenJessiestates, "I'm going to killmyself," in segment 1.01 she is
announcing herintentions, not defining herself. The contracted "am" acts asanauxiliary
verb forming the present progressive tense rather than as a linking verb followed byasubject
complement. In contrast, whenJessie says, "I'm tired. I'm hurt. I'm sad," in the third
segment, she is describing, or defining, herself arid/orher own state of mind.
From the KWIC concordances, I have identified a number of instances where Mama
defines herself ordescribes her state ofmind and Jessie does the s^e through using "I am,"
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"am I," and "I'm." As their uses of "I am" and "am F' are by far in the minority, I have
chosen to describe them first. Table 9 Hsts their uses of "I am" and "am I." Notice that
Mama never uses the form of "I am" in her dialogue; Jessie uses this form four times, and
with each of them she is stressing her state of separateness so that Mama will acknowledge it.
Mama, on the other hand, seems to be seeking the similarity that the critics speak of, for in
both cases when she uses "am I," she defines herself in relation to Jessie. In the first
instance, she defines herself by questioningJessie's opinion of her. In the second she forges
a connection between herself and Jessie by asserting that they share the failure ofbeing
"good company."
Table 9: Use of "I am" and "am V* by Mama and Jessie
Character I am am I
Mama Do you remember how I used to
look, or am I just any old
woman now?
No. And neither am I [very good
company].
Jessie I am worried about you, but I'm
going to do what I can before I
go.
I sure am feeling good.
I really am [feeling good].
I am what became of your child.
...because Fm not—^very good
company. Am I.
In examining Mama's and Jessie's use of "you are" to define each other, I discovered
two things. First, they define each other infrequently. Second, when they do define each
other through a **you are" statement, the result is often divisive rather than joining. For
example. Mama says, "You are [throughhaving fits]. I know you are," (66) thinking that it
might be a reason for Jessie to stay alive. Jessie concedes that it "could be" (66) the case, but
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she does not share Mama's logical conclusion, which underlines a fundamental difference
between them: Mama has faith in life while Jessie has faith in death. The other two instances
where Mama uses ''you are" also serve to put a distance between herself and Jessie. To
illustrate, Mama says to Jessie, "...you are so wrong [for wanting to commit suicide]!" (78).
In doing so, she asserts that only her view, which values staying alive, is correct. During the
final segment Mama also exclaims, "You are my child!" (76) in an attempt to gain authority
as the mother in this mother-child/daughter relationship. Rather than succumbing to an
overriding mother-daughter bond, Jessie counters, "I am what became of your child," (76)
andagain asserts anidentity separate from the connoted one her mother has tried toassign
•her.
Mama's and Jessie's use of "I'm" and "you're" in the definitive sense is also rather
limited. As with their use of "I am" and "you it also fails to convey a sense of oneness
between them. In fact, these defining statements serve to ^sert separate, if not opposing,
identities. Critics have discussed the fact that Jessie and Mama do not possess a shared view
of death. I have already noted the instance in segment 1.02 when Mama asserts that
everyone, including herself, is '^afraid to die" and Jessie responds with "I'm not" (18,
emphasis hers). In segment 1.09Mama also states, "I'm afraid of it [dying]" (77).
Additionally, Jessie states in segment 1.02, "It's [death's] exactly what I want. It's dark and
quiet" (18), whileMama voices her inabilityto relate to Jessie's view by saying, "/'m not
like you Jessie. I hate the quiet" (73, emphasis mine) in segment 1.09, Therefore, the critics
are correct in identifying this basicdifference. However, signsof divisionare present in
other aspects of their characters as well. Throughouttheir conversation.Mama and Jessie
use opposite adjectives to describe themselves. For example, in segment 1.03 Jessie says,
"I'm tired," (28) while in the following segment Mama says, "I'm nota bit sleepy" (44).
When Mama asserts that Jessie is sick, Jessie retaliates with *That was justtheragweed. I'm
not sick" (26). It seems thatMamahopes toprove thatshe is not tiredof life,^ is Jessie,
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and is therefore unable to support Jessie's decision. And, when Mama tries to define Jessie,
Jessie desires to prove that her perceptions are truly misperceptions, in order to defend her
choice to commit suicide.
From the data I havecollected andanalyzed fromthe text to this point,1have seen
neither a mixture ofMama's and Jessie's identities nor a lack of identity on Jessie's part.
Thus far, my investigation supports the idea that Norman created Mama and Jessie as
separate individuals with distinct identities. Although my above discussion presents only a
few instances where Jessie and Mama describe themselves in opposite terms, they are
nonetheless support against the critics' assertions about Jessie's identity. Moreover, I have
found no further textual evidence that supports their claims.
Finding such insufficient textual support for these readings, I began developing my
own interpretation of the identity component of 'night, Mother. In working to develop this
interpretation, I closely examined some of the material I had begun to unearth while
compiling the topic maps. In listing the various topics covered in the dialogue, I began to
recognize that diversionary tactics, such as those instances when Jessie tums the focus to
food, although significant, are not the rule within the dialogue. Rather, Mama and Jessie
often discuss the same topic head to head without either one attempting a diversion.
AlthoughMama and Jessie often discuss the same topic simultaneously,they regularly
present conflicting interpretations of the world around them from turn to turn, a fact that
seems to support my sense of Norman's having createdJessie with a complete, independent
identity.'
In the following discussion, then, I presentspecific data in support of my hypothesis,
which, contraryto current, accepted interpretations, is thatMama and Jessieare essentially
distinct people with fully formed identities who share very little in thewayofviewing the
world. Tables 10and 11, which contain excerpts from the topic maps, show that throughout
the dialogue Jessie andMama present opposing views onseveral identifiable topics in
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addition to food and death. Divisive topics include the major issues of suicide, death, food,
privacy, truth, identity, epilepsy, Daddy, Cecil, and Riclg^, as well as some minor topics,
I
such as the need for protection, Loretta's birthday and getting a dog. Table 10 lists instances
where Mama offers a view that challenges the one Jessie has voiced, and Table 11 lists those
where Jessie challenges Mama's views. Although I probably have not managed to include
every single instance of this circumstance in these two tables, I am convinced that I have a
fair representation of the conflicts that do occur in the text. A brief examination of these
tables confirms that discord, rather than harmony, is a prominent, if not the domin^t,
characteristic of the dialogue. Jessie also appears to have a greater tendency to offer
contradictory views. A detailed description of the conflicts and distinguishing characteristics
r'
I have identified appear in Tables 10 and 11.
Table 10: Topic Map Excerpts ofMama Offering a Conflicting View
Segment /
Tum(s) Jessie's Views Mama's Conflicting Views
1.01 /16-17 gun / need protection protection and crime / no need
1.02/18-19 suicide (dark & quiet) dark & quiet = b^k yard
1.05/20-21 Daddy / death / change Daddy / death / change, suicide
1.05 / 32-33 Mama / something to think about things to think about (bad)
1.07 / 13; Cecil / garbage
1.08 / 1 ' garbage
1.08/49-50 suicide / nothing to do with Mama suicide / everything involves me
1.09/17-18 tonight = mistake tonight not mistake
1.10/22 • RiclQ' / watch / sell it / good meal (food) Ricky / watch / sell it / dope
1.10/31 suicide / time / too late suicide / time / not too late
1.10/33 suicide / time / let me go suicide / time / won't let 20
Generally, Mama's statements revealthat she tends to assumeher way of seeing
things is the way everyone else should or does see them. Her statements reveal her as short
sighted andquite self-centered and, as amother, she uses thestatements tochallenge Jessie's
perceptions in order to gain hercompliance. Toillustrate, in segment 1.01 Jessie says that
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Table 11: Topic Map Excerpts of Jessie Offering a Conflicting View
Segment /
Tum(s) Mama's Views Jessie's Conflicting Views
1.01/34 gun / protection and crime gun / protection / me
1.02/13 Jessie, suicide, crazy Dawson, suicide, private
1.02/15 doctor/talk no talk
1.02/17 suicide, crazy / nonnal, fear / death no fear / death
1.02/30 birthday presents / surprise, future birthday resents / no surprise
1.03 / 60 dog dog / No
1.03/65 suicide, good time Mama / good time
1.05/9 Daddy/quiet (bad) Daddy / quiet (good)
1.02/20 death (alarm clock) deadi (quiet)
1.05/11 Daddy / sitting (bad) Daddy / sitting (good) / quiet (good)
1.05/17 Daddy / death / mad Daddy / death / not mad
1.05/18 Daddy / Jessie / pity Daddy / Jessie / love
1.06/10-11 I'm not good enough not good enough
1.06/20-21 Cecil / not good enough Cecil / good enough
1.06/16, 18 Cecil / fits Cecil / seizures / responsibility
1.07/3-4 Cecil / wrong man / sorry Cecil / not wrong man
1.07/4-5 Cecil / wrong man Cecil / not wrong man
1.07 / 5-6 Cecil / wrong man / carpenter / selfish Cecil / carpenter / bridge / not selfish
1.07 / 6-7 Cecil / wrong man / irresponsible Cecil / carpenter / responsible / Ricky's bed
1.07/7-8 Ricky and Cecil alike Ricky and me alike/pants
1.07 / 8-9 Ricky and Jessie / just pants Ricky and me
1.07/9-10 RicI^ / change (good) • Ricl^ / stay same (bad)
1.07/10-11 RicI^/ change (good) Ricl^/ stay same (bad)
1.07/11-12 Cecil / talk Cecil / talk / why?
1.08/26 birthday/Loretta's birthday / Loretta's / suicide
1,08/27 feeling better / starting over feeling better / suicide
1.08/38 fits / secret = protection fits / secret = shame
1.08/40 fits / secret fits / secret / mine to know
1.08 / 42 fits/secret/Daddy fits / secret (bad)
1.08/48 blame/punishment (suicide) blame / punishment (epilepsy) = sickness,
not a curse
1.09/4 suicide - giving up suicide = choice
1.09/5 future (good) future (bad)
1.09 / 6 future =5 change future / no / suicide / let me go
1.09 / 8 suicide / let you go / my child you child / never made it / not good
company
1.09/10 reasons to stay / food no reason to stay / food
1.09/15 suicide / can't let you so suicide / can let me so
she (Jessie) needs a gun for "protection." Assuming thatJessie means protections from
criminals.Mama replies, "You take theTV way too serious, hon. I've never seen a criminal
in my life. This is way too far to comeforwhat's out here to steal. Never seen-a one" (9).
Although Mamafails to seeJessie'srealdefinition of "protection" at this time, she acts to
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discredit Jessie*s expressed need through addressing it from her own limited vantage point.
In segment 1.02 Jessie claims that she wants to die because it is "dark and quiet, "(18) just
what she wants. Mama challenges Jessie's wishes by telling her that the back yard is quiet
enough, at least for her. Again, Mama denies Jessie's expressed wish through applying her
own values and view of reality.
Through Mama's statements, one also learns that she acts and speaks without
forethought. In segment 1.05, when Jessie reveals that she thought Mama's life "might be
better" after Daddy's death, that things might "[c]hange somehow" (49), Mama retaliates by
asking if she should have changed simply because Daddy or Jessie "said to" and stating that
she "wasn't here for his entertainment and.. :not for yours either, Jessie" (49). Later in this
speaking turn, however. Mama reveals that she is uncertain about her purpose in life as she
says, "I don't know what I'm here for, but then I don't think about it" (49). About ten turns
later, Jessie frames the fact that the possibility of Agnes living with Mama after the suicide is
"just something to think about" (52). Mama responds by saying, "I don't like things to think
about. I like things to go on" (52). Jessie, on the other hand, has been considering suicide
"Off and on, ten years. On all the time, since Christmas" (29). Her actions are definitely
premeditated. These instances underline an essential difference between Mama and Jessie.
Jessie is a much more reflective being, and once she has decided that she has "had enough"
(33) she resolves to end her life. Mama, on the other hand, while admitting that she has not
led a happy life, prefers to be active and wait for changerather than to acknowledgeher
unhappihess and act to change or end it.
Even when Mama tries to act out of kindness, she denies Jessie the right to define
herself and her life as she sees them. For example, in segment 1.07,whenJessie indirectly
refers to herselfas "garbage," something Cecil would not takealong when hemoved. Mama
responds in a typically mother-like fashion with "You will notcallyourself garbage, Jessie"
(61). Even though Mama is trying toease her daughter's pain, she simultaneously denies
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Jessie the right to express her own view of herself. Additionally, in segment 1.09, Jessie
reveals that she has had second thoughts about this entire eveningwith the statement '1
should'vejust left youa note!" (79). At first Mama agrees, witha resounding "Yes!",but
realizing whather agreement implies, shesays, "No. No. I...niight not have thought of all
the things you've said" (79). In essence. Mama contradicts Jessie's negative evaluation of
her own actions because she views this evening as a chance to stop Jessie. Jessie, however,
does not undertake this evening with that goal in mind. She is not crying out for help.
Rather, she wants Mama to better understand her reasons for having selected suicide as the
only viable option. In the final segment. Mamaevencontradicts Jessie's positiveattitude
towardsRickywhen throughout the play shehasbeenon Ricky's side and Jessie has been
againsthim. Jessiesaysthat shehopes herwatch willbuyRicky a "goodmeal,"butMama
sayshewillonlybuy"dope"withit (85). Ashaving beenagreeable hasnot changed the
course of the evening.Mama simply seems to be trying to be disagreeable at this point.
Finally, in segment1.10, JessietellsMamathat"It's too late" andMamadirectlychallenges
her with "It's not too late!" (87). Mama's conflicting views are often in the form of
exclamations and orders. She is definitely working to maintain her role as mother, the one
who is in control.
Jessie also continually challenges and "corrects" Mama's assertions about reality.
For example,as I have alreadymentioned, in segment 1.01 Mamawronglyassumes that
Jessie wants a gun for "protection" from criminals. Jessie, though, further specifies, 'The
gunis forme"; and in her nextspeaking turnJessie reveals thatshe is going to kill herself
with it, presumably to protectherself from thedisappointment she feels livingthrough every
single day of her life. In segment 1.02,Mamasays that she will call Dawson to "put a stop
to this" (16). She calls Jessie's plan to commitsuicide "crazy" (16) andhopes to sharethis
craziness with others and have it stopped. Jessie obviously does not consider her own
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actions to be crazy, and she is steadfast in herdesire to keepher actions thiseveningbetween
herself and Mama; she says to Mama, "This is private. Dawson is not invited" (17).
Additionally, at various pointsMamatries to use talk as a way of making Jessie
realize that she is wrong in pursuingher owndeath. However, each timeJessie insists that
talkwill do no good. In segment 1.02, for example. Mamasays, "I thinkwe better call the
doctor. Or how about the ambulance. You like that one driver, I know. What's his name,
Timmy? Get you somebody to talk to," butJessie says, "I'm through talking. Mama.
You're it. No more" (17). In segment 1.07Mama suggests that Jessie call Cecil and "talk to
him" (60), but Jessie sees no point in it, for she asks, "And saywhat? Nothing's changed,
Cecil, I'd just like to lookatyouif youdon'tmind?" (61). Talk provides no answer for
Jessie, as she is unwilling to participate in an activity that is directed towards alteringher
pl^s and prolonging her discomfort.
Jessie andMama alsodisagree routinely overthemen in their lives. In segment1.05
theydisagree overDaddy. BothMama andJessie describe Daddy as a quietmanwho
enjoyed sittingaround a lot. These attributes, however, disturb Mama, while theyare fond
memories for Jessie. Another disagreementconcerningDaddy is how they perceive his
relationshipwith Jessie. Mama calls it pity, but Jessie is certain that it was love.
In segment 1.06,disagreements arise overCecil. Mamaalso claimsthat she never
considered him "good enough" to be Jessie's husband,but Jessie says thatMama practically
choreographed theirmeeting. Mamaclaims thatJessie's fits/seizures "madehim [Cecil] sick"
(56), but Jessie says, "They didn't bother him at all. Except he did feel responsible for it
[epilepsy]" (57). Their clashing views over Cecil continue throughout segment 1.07,where
Mama repeatedly charges that Cecil was the wrong man for Jessie, and Jessie repeatedly tries
to prove her wrong through providing concrete examples. For example, when Mama says,
"I married you off to the wrong man," Jessie states bluntly, "He wasn't the wrong man"
(58). When Mama calls Cecil "selfish," Jessie counters with a story of how he built abridge
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"over the creek in back of the house." She says that "It didn*t have to be anything special, a
coupleof boardswould havebeenjust fine, but heusedthatyellow pineandrubbed it so
smooth..(59), implying that a selfishmanwould not have taken so much care. Mama calls
Cecil irresponsible, saying that "He had a wifeand sonhere and he failedyou" whenhe left.
Again, Jessiecounters withsomething Cecil, a carpenter, built. She recalls the **baby bedhe
built for Ricky":
I told him he didn't have to spend somuch time on it, but he said it had to
last, and the thing ended up weighingtwo hundred pounds and I couldn't
move it. I said, "How long does a baby bed have to last, anyway?" But
maybehe thoughtif it was strong enough, it might keepRicky a baby. (59)
Again, Jessie's example serves as ameans fordisproving Mama's assertion aboutCecil.
Although Jessie sometimes provides a direct "No, Mama" to counterMama's statements,
these two instances are examples of Jessie's tendency to use personalnarratives rather than
direct objections. Thesenarratives also reveal that Jessierelieson physicalsigns of love,
such as Daddy's pipe cleanercreations andCecil's solidconstructions, for proof,whichmay
explain whyshe caressomuch about setting thehouse in orderandproviding foodfor
Mama. Mama, on the other hand, cares about words. For Mama, talk is not cheap, and
much of her ill will towards Daddy is caused by his unwillingness to speak with her
throughout their marriage and on the night he died.
As I have mentioned earlier, Jessie identifies herselfwith Ricky. In doing so,
however, Jessie introduces yet another topic of disagreement into the dialogue. In segment
1.07Mama says that Ricky and Cecil are too much alike. Jessie, however, insists that it is
Ricky and she who are alike, as they evenwear the same size pants. Mama challenges
Jessie's assertion by saying, "That's just the same size. That's not you're the same person."
But Jessie cites a number of other characteristics that substantiate her claim:
I see it on his face. I hear it when he talks. We look out at the world and we
see the same thing: Not Fair. And the only difference between us is Ricky's
out there trying to get even. And he knows not to trust anybody and he got it
straight firomme. And he knows not to try to get work, and guess where he
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got that. He walks around like there's loose boards in the floor, and you
know who laid that floor, I did. (60).
Thus, she nullifies Mama's comment about pants size by providing an abundance of other
basic characteristics they share. Jessie is adamant about her and Ricky's similarity and will
not allow Mama to dismiss her view.
In segment 1.07, Jessie and Mama continue their conflict over Ricky. Mama keeps
focusing on his ability to change, saying "Ricky isn't through yet. You don't know how
he'll turn out!" But Jessie challenges her directly and says, "Yes I do and so did Cecil.
Ricky is the two ofus together for all time in too small a space. And we're tearing each other
apart, like always, inside that boy, and if you don't see it, then you're just blind" (60).
Mama asserts that all Ricky needs is "time," but Jessie twists "time" into the years Ricky
could spend in prison, such as "Five years for forgery, ten years for armed assault" (60).
Perhaps the fact that Jessie identifies herself so closely with Ricky does not allow her to give
him a second chance. If she herself is at the end of her rope and unwilling to wait and see
what will happen to her, she is probably incapable of doing the same for Ricky.
In segment 1.09, Mama tries to focus on a changed future as a reason for Jessie to
live, which creates yet anotherpoint for debate. She says,"But something mighthappen.
Something that could change everything. Who knowswhat it might be, but it might be
worth waiting for! Try it for two more weeks. We could have more talks like tonight."
Jessie refusesby saying, "No, Mama" (75). Mamacontinues this strategyby promisingto
**pay more attention to" Jessie, to "[t]ell the truth when" she asks, and to "let [her] have pier]
say." Jessie believes, however, that nothingwill change. She responds, "No, Mama! We
wouldn't havemore talks like tonight, because it's this next part thatmade this last part so
i
good. Mama" (75). Various other issues also causeMama and Jessie disagreementbecause
Mama uses them in an attemptto stall Jessie's actions. In segment 1.02,Mamabringsup
Jessie's birthday as a reasonto live, for shemight receive a surprise. ButJessieproves her
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wrong by guessing exactly what eveiyone has bought for her, further establishing her claim
that things will not change. Mamasuggests in segment 1.03 that a dog, something for Jessie
to take care of, might be good for her. But Jessie refuses since she already has somebody to
take care of: Mama. As many critics have mentioned, they also disagree over food. In
segment 1.09,Mama says, "Rice pudding is good," meaning that it would be reason enough
for her to stay alive. Jessie replies, "Not to me" (77),meaning that for her it provides no
motivation to continue living.
Epilepsy is yet another topic on whichMama and Jessie hold opposing views. Mama
believes that she was right in keeping Jessie's epilepsya secret from everyone, including
Jessie herself. But Jessie disagrees, saying, "That was mine to know. Mama, not yours"
(70). Additionally,Mama claims that she kept the epilepsy secret in order to protect Jessie,
but Jessie lets Mama know that she does not "like this one bit" (70).
Jessie and Mama also approachthe central idea of suicide from opposite ends. In
segment 1.08Mama views Jessie's improvedhealth as a good sign for "starting all over."
Jessie does not reach the same conclusion, however. She says, "if I'd ever had a year like
this, to think straight and all, before now, Fd be gone already" (68). In Mama's eyes,
suicide is equal to giving up, and any number of things might help if Jessie would only "get
brave and try some more." But Jessie considers suicide as a sound choice: "I'm not giving
up! This is the other thing I'm trying. And I'm sure there are some other things that might
work, but might work isn't good enough anymore. I need something that will work. This
will work. That's why I picked it" (75, emphasis hers). In segment 1.10, Mama says,
"Jessie. I can't just sit here and say, O.K., kill yourself if you want to," and Jessie replies,
"Sure you can. You just did. Say it again" (78). In segment 1.08, Mama ties the blame for
the suicide to herself, making it out to be some kind ofcurse. Although Jessie misinterprets
her as speaking about epilepsy, she lets Mama know that it (epilepsy) has nothing to do with
anything Mama has done; it is simply a sickness. A few turns later, as I have already
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discussed, Jessie tells Mama that the suicide also has nothing to do with her. It is not a
curse; Jessie is not giving up; Jessie is trying what she knows will work.
Perhaps Jessie's propensity to contradict Mama is simply a reaction to Mama's
egocentric assumption that her view is shared by everyone, including Jessie. Again, I see
evidence in support of Jessie having a separate, fully formed identity rather than the
underdeveloped, dependent identity many critics have discussed. In trying to assert their
connection. Mama tends to reinforce Jessie's separate identity through her
overgeneralizations, for Jessie finds it necessary to make it clear to Mama that she holds
separate views. In contrast to what other critics assert, it appears that if anyone is assuming
and maintaining a connection, it is Mama. She, not Jessie, may be the one who needs to
develop an independent identity. After all, Mama is the one who says in segment 1.08,
Everything you do has to do with me, Jessie. You can't do anything^ wash
you face or cut your finger, without doing it to me. That's right! You might
as well kill me as you, Jessie, it's the same thing. This has to do with me,
Jessie. (72, emphasis hers)
In doing so. Mama tries to squelch Jessie's claim to a separate existence and reinforce their
mother-daughter connection: Jessie offers a lengthydiatribe in response to Mama's negating
her identity:
Then what if it does! What if it has everything to do with you! What if you
are ^11 have and you're not enough? What if I could take aUthe rest of it if
only I didn't have you here? What if the only way I can get away from you
for good is to kill myself? What if it is? I can still do it! (72, emphasis hers)
Perhaps Jessie's outbursthas alloweda number of critics to pinpointJessie's need to
establish an identity separate from Mama as the definitive reason for her suicide. However, I
take these statements witha grain of salt, foreachof these statements is prefacedwith a
"whatif," which gives themhypothetical status. Furthermore, if one looksclosely at the
context in which Jessiemakes these statements, she seemsto be voicingnot her own
thoughts, but the panicked thoughts rushing through Mama's head as she tries find an
explanation for Jessie's suicide.
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From looking at the negatively judgmental adjectives in the dialogue, I have
discovered an additional difference in Mama's and Jessie's attitudes that, perhaps, sums up
their opposing views of the world. Words such as "mad," "nervous," and "afraid," which
are generally thought to have negative connotations, are always negative words for Mama.
Jessie often uses negatively connotative words in the expected way; however, she sometimes
employs them in a neutral and even positive sense. For example, the words "heavy," "fat,"
and "dark" are usually considered negative words. A rather neutral, yet somewhat positive,
use is when Jessie uses "heavy" to describe the ideal garbage bags for Mama to order; **the
heavy black bags" (62). Jessie, though, also uses the term "fat" to present an idealized
picture of herself as a child (76). And Jessie refers to "death," as being idealistically "dark"
(18); both the noun and adjective are undoubtedly negatively connotative in common usage.
Again, these aberrations signal to me that Jessie is a separate, fully-formed individual.
In my reading, which textual evidence supports and guides, Jessie verbally asserts
her separateness throughout the evening, which for her might be something completely new,
for Norman writes in Jessie's description that she is not much for talking. Perhaps this
evening is the only one in which Jessie has outwardly voiced her differences. Through
Jessie's verbal exchanges with Mama, she may finally be asserting her identity to someone
who has assumed that she did not have one. This evening's goal seems to be Jessie's
gaining recognition for her identity before she snuffs it out with her suicide, not, as many
critics have argued, her forming one through the act of suicide.
Because I cannot believe that Jessie could hold so many opinions that conflict with
her mother's, and such strong ones at that, without having an identity that is wholly her own,
this investigation has reinforcedmy opinionthatMama and Jessie are fundamentally different
and that Jessie does have her own identity. To me, it seems that critics have been looking for
a logicalway to explainJessie's suicide andassign it "respectability." Simplybelievingthat
Jessiewould rathernot be alivebecause sheis hurt, tired, and sadis not satisfactory to them.
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perhaps because they are writing in the feminist tradition and cannot allow Jessie to die
without some "significant" reason. Working within these constraints, they claim that Jessie
commits suicide because she is trying to forge an identity, something she has been denied or
has been unable to do because of her dependency upon her mother. The text, however,
provides precious little evidence to back these assertions. It seems that to reach their
conclusions, these critics have been relying on highlysubjectiveand theoretical premises.
From the evidence that the text presents, I argue that Jessie's individual identity, not
her search for an identity, leads her to the suicide. Jessie feels that she has a greater
responsibility to herself than she has to Mama. Jessie refuses to stay alive simply because it
is what others expect or want her to do. Although Jessie does not wish Mama to suffer for
this act, she refuses to stay where she simply does not want to be. I do not see anything
insignificant about this reason. I find Jessie's need to be true to herself and her needs a
viable enough explanation because the text asserts as much. Conversely, the critics'
interpretationsof Mama's and Jessie's interdependent identitiesappear to owemore to
psychoanalytical theory than to the text itself. AlthoughChodorow's theory of female
identitymay provide a usefulwayof viewingsometexts, whenapplied to 'night, Mother, it
has promptedcritics to forward readings that textual evidence simplydoesnot support.
Semantic Fields
As I researched themes other critics had identified, I realized that their examinations
didnot fake into accounta numberof issues that are inherentto the text. Food and identity
are not the only two factors working withinthe dialogue, although they are themost readily
identifiablebecause of the psychoanalytical approachcritics have taken to the text. Table 12
showsa numberof unidentified issuesor topics embedded in the text alongwith the words
thatconstitute them. In empirical studies, spans ofwords surrounding a theme are often
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Table 12: Some Semantic Fields in 'night, Mother's Dialogue
Speech Words (211 total)
say 41 ask 10 asking 2
said 40 talking 8 saying 2
tell 37 telling 6 ask 1
told 30 asked 4
talk -27 talked 3
Time Words (184 total)
then 50 minute 4 hours 1
time 49 late 3 minutes 1
now 43 hour 2 seconds 1
before 18 0*clock 2
after 9 afterward 1
Violence Words (54 total) ,
kill 14 bites 3 steal 1
hurt 10 hated 2 stealing 1
killing 6 assault 1 suicide 1
bit 5 bite 1 tearing 1
hate 4 killer 1
Gun-Related Words (44 tot^)
kill 14 protection 2 guns 1
gun . 8 barrel 1 filler 1
killing 6 crime 1 prowlers 1
bullets 4 criminal 1 shotgun 1
shot 2 gunpowder 1
Death Words (15 total)
dead 6 funeral 2 death 1
die 4 corpse 1 died 1
referred to as "semantic fields." The semantic fields I discuss here are speech, time,
violence, gun-related, and death words.
Speech Words
The speechwords, of whichthere are 211, constitute the largestword cluster.
Throughout the dialogue.Mama and Jessie discusswhat they and other people have "said,*
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"told " and "asked." In fact, the concordance data from these words shows that a good
number of the speechwords referto otherpeople'sspeech. ButMamaandJessiealso
announcetheir own speech acts at various points. For example, in segment 1.01 Jessie says,
"Wash your hands and that's the last timeI'm telling you" (12) andMama says in segment
1.08,"Jessie, listen to what I'm tellingyou" (63); bothcharacters basicallyattemptto call
attention to the speechact they areperforming in orderto giveit somepower. WhenMama
asks Jessie what has made Jessie sad, Jessie answers the question vaguely and tums her
attention to explaining wherevarious household itemsare located. Mama calls Jessie's move
and attempts to give her questionpowerby saying, "I askedyou a question" (30). When
Mama contradicts an earlier answer she provided to one of Jessie's questions, Jessie calls
attention to the contradiction, saying, "I askedyou if you wanted that swimming towel and
you said you didn't" (19). Jessiewill not allow Mamato be inconsistent.
The word "say" functions differently thanthe others in Jessie's speech. For Jessie,
the word "say" is powerful. In segment 1.09, for example, she uses it repeatedlyto name
the act she is performing through her suicide:
This is how I have my say. This is how I say what I thought about it all and I
say no. To Dawson and Loretta and the Red Chinese and epilepsy and Ricky
and Cecil and you. And me. And hope. I say no! (75, emphasis hers)
Jessie uses "say" as both a verb and a noun in this sequence, which gives it a dual purpose.
She says "no" so that she might have her say. Jessie also seems to attach truthfulness with
speech, for in segment 1.08, whenMama claims that she may be responsible for Jessie's
state because she dropped her on her head when she was a child. Jessie simply replies, "If
you said you didn't, you didn't" (71), which attributes power to the act. She also looks for
authority with this word when she asks, "What did the doctor say?" (69), for she knows that
Mama has a tendency to stretch the truth. Jessie also sees speech as a way of relieving her of •
any guilt in leaving Mama alone. When Mama says, in segment 1.09, "Jessie. I can't just sit
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here and say O.K., kill yourself if you want to," Jessie replies with "Sure you can. You just
did. Say it again" (78). Jessie desperatelywantsMama to express aloud that she can accept
Jessie's decision. Additionally, Jessie uses "say" to express impotence. In segment 1.03,
Jessie says, "I can't say it any better" (28) whenMama asks what her vague answermeans.
And in segment 1.07,whenMama suggests that she call Cecil, Jessie asks, "And say what?"
(61).
For Mama, speech serves a special function. She thrives on conversation and carmot
stand peoplewho do not "say" thingsto her. For example, shecomplains of Daddy's
refusing to speak with her on his final night alive in the following words: "He didn't have
to say to me, Jessie. That's why Ileft. He didn't say a thing. It was his last
chance not to talk to me and he took full advantage of it" (53, emphasis hers). Mama is upset
with the relationship Jessie has with Daddybecause it deniesher companionship and
conversation. She pursues this point in a number of instances throughoutsegment 1,05. To
illustrate. Mama says, "You [Jessie and Daddy] had those quiet little conversations after
supper every night. What were you whispering about?" (47), "What were you talking about
[with Daddy]?" (47), and "I was jealous because you'd rather talk to him than anything!"
(48). Obviously, Mama feels left out of Jessie's life. Thus, when Jessie says in segment
1.10, "I should've just left you a note!," meaning that she once again should have shut Mama
out, Mama takes back her vehement "Yes!" by quickly saying, "No. No. I...might not have
though of all the things you've said" (79). Norman's stage directions at this point also
emphasize Mama's realization.
Time Words
Time words, especially, intrigued me because Norman seems to be playing with the
concept in the drama by omitting the conventional act and scene divisions and pitting Jessie's
life against the clock. Within the dialogue, time is a contributing factor to a number of the
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issues under discussion. For example, **now" makes 43 appearances in the dialogue, but
rather than being used in an urgent or imperative manner, as I instinctivelyfelt it might be,
"now" often simply refers to how somethingis currentlydifferent than it was in the past,
such as when Mama says, "You always knowwhere they [the lists] are now!" (67) or when
Jessie says, "I think I want to know [aboutmy seizures] now" (64). Such uses do not
constitute a "theme." They are also generally interchangeable parts of their speech and seem
to be a result ofNorman*s focus on the past as well as her personal style.
Nevertheless, I have discovered that Norman does use "now" in one distinguishing
way in the dialogue. In Jessie's speech, "now" commonly appears as an introductory word
that serves to focus Mama's attention on the activities Jessie has planned for the evening and
to draw her attention to specific directions. For example, Jessie says, "Now, this drawer has
everything in it that there's no better place for" (29), "Now, you know the milkman comes
on Wednesdays..." (53), "Now, I'll just call them [food items] out..." (55), "Now,
somebody's bound to ask you why I did it..." (81), "Now, when you hear the shot..." (82),
and "Now, this number's where you call Cecil" (84-5). In each of these instances, Jessie
announces her instructions/intentions with "now," and Mama recognizes her strategy, often
retaliating against it. For instance, right after Jessie tries to focus Mama's attention on the
junk drawer. Mama ignores Jessie's intent and asks something on her own agenda: "Sad
about what?" (30).
Norman also uses the word "time" 49 times in the dialogue; however, the word does
not distinguish either character. Rather, its use is dependent upon the topics under
discussion. Both characters use the phrases "good time" and "all the time" almost equally
and in similar manners. The phrase "good time" appears seven times in the text, along with
one "swell time." Mama's and Jessie's reactions to this topic differ greatly because of their
separate identities. Mama is willing to accept not having a good time and hopes for a change;
Jessie will not accept it and moves to end the situation,which results in Mama's berating her
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for using it as an excuse to commitsuicide. Obviously, JessieandMamahave conflicting
ideas about what is endurable and how much stock to put in hope.
'Time" also appears frequentlyhi phrasessuch as "all the time," "every time," "most
of the time,"which expresshabitual or repeated actions or conditions. Interestingly, Jessie
and Mama use "all the time" a total of four times in reference to epilepsy. Jessie also uses
"most of the tune" once and Mania uses "every time" once in connection with epilepsy. That
these phrases surround the topic of epilepsy signals that the sickness hasbeenamajorpart of
their lives.
'Time" functions most dramatically in the final two segments of the play. Here
Mamadeplores her ignorance overJessie'smental state: In segment 1.09, she says,"...I
was here all the time and I never even saw it [Jessie's hurting]" (73) and in segment 1.10, "I
was here with you all of the time. How could I know you were so alone?" (88). Jessie also
uses "time" in a significant way in the final segment. She says, "It's time for me to go,
Mama."
This discussion of "time" leads me to another time word, "o'clock." Although
"o'clock" appears only twice in the text, much of the action is enacted against the clock, so I
determined these uses were also worth examining briefly. Significantly, Mama is the only
one to use "o'clock," once in segment 1.01 and once in segment 1.10. The way in which her
evaluation of the concepts "o'clock" and "late" changes from the beginning of the play to its
end reflects how Jessie's armouncement has altered her attitude about the progression of
time. In segment 1.01, before learning of Jessie's plan to commit suicide. Mama says,
"Don't go making a big mess. It's eight o'clock already" (6), which signals that she
considers the time to be getting "late." In segment 1.10, however. Mama states, "It's not
even ten o'clock" (87), which contradicts her earlier statement, for she realizes how brief
their evening together has been. Additionally, in segment 1.10, Jessie states, "It's too late"
(87) whileMama insists that "It's not too late!" (87). Of course, each is referring to separate
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measures of time. Jessie is simply commenting on not being able to give Mama a manicure
because it does not fit into her rather rigid time schedule this evening. Mama, on the other
hand, is stressing that Jessie does not need to follow that schedule and follow through on her
plan.
Violence, Gun-Related and Death Words
Violence words and gun-related words form two overlapping semantic fields, since
gun-related words, although quite independently established, also constitute a subset of the
violence words. One very interesting characteristic of the dialogue is that although suicide is
the basic force of the play, the word "suicide" appears only once in the text, when Jessie
says, "Jesus was a suicide if you ask me" (18) in segment 1.02. Norman shuns this term
throughout the play, preferring instead to haveMama and Jessie say "kill yourselfi'myself."
Jessie says, "kill myself' six times in the dialogue, and Mama says "kill yourself eight
times as well as "killing yourself three times. Of the violence words, most of them refer,
logically, to the suicide. "Violence" words also refer to food, specifically milk ("hate"),
epilepsy ("bit," "bite," **bites"), and Ricky ("assault," "killing," "steal," "stealing"). A
number of the gun-related words also appear in the violence words category. These are
"kill," "killing," "killer." Becausesuchnegative words are connected to Ricky, it is no
wonder that Jessie, who identifies so closely with him, devalues herself.
/
Finally, death words, the smallest of these five semantic fields, account for only 15
words in the play, although they are also related to the violenceand gun-relatedwords. It is
only with a "gun" and "bullets," through"killing" and an impending "suicide" that Jessie and
Mama address the commonly taboo topics an imminent"death" and funeral." Also, while
speakingof her own death and funeral, Jessiemakes references to Daddy's death and
funeral. Again,Jessie seemsto link various parts of her experience to themen in her life, for
they, unlike Mama, do not ignore life's unpleasantries.
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The Manicure
In addition to these rather obvious and well-established semantic fields, I will focus
ononethatappears relatively obscure: manicure words. Table 13 lists thewords that
constitute themanicure topic. Albeit, thelist is quite small when compared to those I have
discussed thus far in this section, but I wish to narrow the focus ofmy discussion even more
and consider two main words in this semantic field: "hands" and "wash / washed."
Table 13: Manicure Words
"wash ^ n nails 4 chinaberry I
hands 11 washed' 2
In this play, Jessie plans to give Mama amanicure, as it is a partof theirregular
weekly activities. Thus, itsappearance in the text at first seems tobebuta part ofNorman's
drawing outthese women and a night in their lives. However, when looking closely at how
Jessie refers to the manicure and when she brings up the topic—she introduces it at odd
places, much asshe does with food—I discovered that I might beonto another topic that has
an important function within thedialogue. In short, I believe thatJessie wishes somuch to
giveMama a manicure this eveningbecause it is, to Jessie, a symbolic act.
Jessie refers to themanicure repeatedly throughout the dialogue. In the first segment,
however, she refers to the manicure repeatedlywith the phrase "wash your hands." In fact,
she says "wash your hands" three times, as well as "Get your handswashed," and "Your
hands aren't washed," all within segment 1.01 of the text. Jessie seems pretty insistent for
this manicure to be only a manicure, I foundmyself thinking. Perhaps it means something
more to her in the context of this evening. Perhaps the manicure and the washing of hands
are symbolic manifestations. After all, peoplenormallysoak their fingers for a manicure, not
wash their hands, I reasoned. This repeated order may result from Jessie's wanting her
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mother to washher hands of guiltandblame associated with the impending suicide. I have
nowayofknowing if Norman intended to inscribe this actas a symbol within the text, but
from having isolated thisphrase andseeing thatJessie repeats it often, I havearrived at this
symbolic reading of the topic.
However, much like the food topic, themanicure topichas a function beyondthe
symbolic. From perusing theconcordance, I have observed that Jessie mentions thewashing
of hands onlyin the firstsegment. From examining mytopic maps, I seethat shedoes,
however, bringup the subject of themanicure at a few oddpoints outside of segment 1.01.
In fact, even when she brings up themanicure in segment 1.01 she does so at oddpoints,
much as she does with food throughout the course of the dialogue. Table 14 showsexcerpts
from thetopic maps; these areturns where Jessie introduces thetopic of themanicure andthe
topic that precede her introductionof them.
In segment 1.01, Jessie introduces themanicure three times, each right afterMama
pushes toohard onthetopic ofRicky, Jessie's son. She also introduces it when Mama
speaks of otheruncomfortable topics, such ashernosy relatives andepilepsy.
I have also noted that duringthemiddlesectionof the play—actually,from segment
1.03-1.07—^Jessie refrains from bringingup the suicide. As my earlier discussion of the
Table 14: Topic Map Excerpts for Jessie's Use of Manicure
Segment / Turn Numbers Mama Jessie
1.01 / 18 Ricky manicure
1.01/23 protectionand crime protection, manicure
1.01 / 28 Ricky manicure
1.01/30 Ricky manicure
1.02/9 Jessie, protection and protection, manicure
crime
1.02/12 Dawson, suicide Dawson, suicide, Loretta,
manicure
1.08 / 2 food food, manicure
1.08/44 fits / freak manicure
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topic of food reveals that Jessie andMamadiscuss foodmost heavilyin themiddlesection
(segments 1.04-1.06), I have discovered that the functions the topics of food and the
manicure perform overlap in the dialogue. In segments 1.01,1.02 and 1.08, Jessie
introduces the manicure topic in order to distractMama from her stream ofconversation. In
segments 1.04-1.06, however, Jessieuses food for that purposefrequently. Note that in
segment 1.08 food and manicure appear as separate topics within the same turn. However,
Jessie does not introduce food as a topic; she simply responds to Mama's offer to make a
caramel apple and introduces themanicureas thenext itemon her agenda to have a good
time, which includeshot cocoa, a caramel apple, and a manicure. Thus, whenJessie
introduces the manicure with the intent to divert Mama's attention, she does not do so
concurrently with her similar use of food. Perhaps this exclusivity results solely from the
stage action, for in the middle segments,. 1.04-1.06, Mama and Jessie are in the kitchen while
they are in the living room for the scenes in which Jessie brings up the manicure.
Finally, noting Mama's use of the manicure topic, I see that she introduces it in
segment 1.10, the only time she does so after Jessie announces her intentions. Throughout
the bulk of the dialogue. Mama has only briefly acknowledged Jessie's mentioning the
manicure, but here she brings it up in a hasty effort to keep Jessie with her a while longer. In
inteijecting the manicure topic, Mama tries not only to change the flow of the conversation,
but to change Jessie's actions.
Summary
Within this chapter I have addressed a number of word- and topic-level concems
which reveal not only important issues in 'night, Mother'^ text, but which also begin to
reveal how Norman employs specific words in the dialogue she has assigned to Mama and
Jessie. I have shown that both food and manicure words have functions other than the
purely symbolic. Additionally, as textual evidence supports the fact that Jessie possesses an -
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established identity, I have shown that a numberof critical assertionshave been drawnmore
from current psychoanalytical theory than from thetextitself. I have alsodiscussed various
semantic fields and shown that various topics of conflict appear in the text. Topics become
conflicts not so much because of their nature, but because each character approaches the topic
independently.
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CHAPTER 3. INVESTIGATING 'NIGHT,
MOTHER'S POWER STRUCTURE THROUGH
MAMA'S AND JESSIE'S SPEECH
Within this chapter, I take up the question of how Norman's dialogue reflects
Mama's and Jessie's positions of power throughout 'night, Mother. I employ textual
divisions that Janet Brown suggests in order to provide specific reference points to the text in
my discussion. Within this framework, I consider the ways in which various lexical and
semantic features of the language assigned reveals which character "dominates" particular
parts of the text My investigation includes an examination of tum length; specific lexical
items: terms of address, "private verbs,and first and second person pronouns; and specific
structures of syntax: questions, imperatives, exclamations, and pauses. I further detail my
reasons for selecting these particular elements in the body of this chapter.
Brown's "Movements"
As 'night, Mother has no traditional act and scene divisions, I had to employ an
alternative method to divide up the text in order to examine the play's power structure. Janet
Brown presented me with one such means when she wrote, **Norman has said that she
composed the play like a piece ofmusic, in a series of rising and falling movements" (65),
Brown identifies five "movements" within the work and offers her own "interpretation" of
them. Although compatible with Potter's practice of re-establishing scene divisions in order
to create blocks of text that prove useful to rhetorical analysis. Brown does not indicate both
the first and final lines of each of her movements, but accomplishes the same thing by
identifying the point at which she considers each movement to end.
^Douglas Biber forwards this distinction in Variation Across Speech andWriting. New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1988.
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Because the 'night. Mother database wasoriginally set up to meet the text-length
requirements of themainframe, it hadtobemodified tofacilitate myanalysis bymoving
blocks of text so that its divisions would coincide with Brown's. I provide this information
as I will refer to numerical data I have calculated from both divisions of the play. Most often
I will report dataI havegained from examining thedatabase segments, ratherthanBrown's
movements, because,havingbeencalculated from smaller units of text, they allowone to see
thevariability much more clearly. Table 15 lists both thesegments oftextthatmake up the
database and shows how these textual divisionscorrespondwith Brown's movements: The
first, second, and fifth movement consist of two segmentseach, while the third and fifth
movements are made up of three segments and one segment, respectively.
Throughout her descriptions of the fivemovements. Brownidentifiesthe basic
elements of the plot, suchas the issues discussed, actions, andreactions, whicharecentral to
its development. Withinthesedescriptions. Brown alsoimplies something aboutthepower
structure within the movements. As her descriptions will show, she chooses to end four of
the five movements at a point when Jessie has gained the upper hand in the conversation. In
fact, Jessie has the final word in four out of the five movements; one might even say that she
has the final word in the last movement, for Mama's final speaking tums go unanswered and
unheeded as Jessie pulls the trigger. Brown appearsmned in to Jessie's wishes and requests
throughout her interpretation, for, although struggles for dominance occur within each
movement, she relies upon points when Jessie acquires power to divide the dialogue. A
summary ofBrown's divisions appears as Table 15.
In the first movement of 'night, Mother, Jessie reveals her intention to commit
suicide. Initially, Mama is incredulous about Jessie's intent, but she begins to realize that
Jessie is serious and attempts to go along with Jessie's request to spend the evening together
talking. In Brown's interpretation, the first movement ends with Mama deciding not to force
a halt to Jessie's plan by calling Dawson; in essence. Mama accedes to Jessie's request.
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Table 15: Brown's Movements and the Database's Segment Divisions^
Movement 1
First line^—^Mama: Jessie, it's the last snowball, sugar.
Segment 1.01 Last line—^Jessie: It's not a joke. Mama.
First line—Mama: That gun's no good, you know.
Segment 1.02 Last line—^Jessie: Be back in a minute.
Movement 2
Segment 1.03 First line—^Mama: I started to, but I didn't.
Last line—^Mama: Have a good time.
Segment 1.04 First line—^Jessie: We can't go on fussing all night.
Last line—^Jessie: Mama...
Movement 3
Segment 1.05 First line—^Mama: All right.
Last line—Mama: Ready for your apple now?
Segment 1.06 First line—^Jessie: Soon as I'm through here. Mama.
Last line—^Mama: How were you going to get [a] husband never
opening your mouth to a living soul?
Segment 1.07 First line—^Jessie: So I was quiet about it, so what?
Last line-^Jessie: Mama, you don't pack your garbage when you
move.
Movement 4
Segment 1.08 First line—^Mana: You will not call yourself garbage, Jessie.
Last line—^Jessie; You.. .just rest a minute.
Movement 5
Segment 1.09 First line—^Mama: Jessie, how can I live here Without you?
Last line—^Mama: I might not have thought of all the things you've
said.
Segment 1.10 First line—Jessie: It's O.K., Mama.
Last line—Mama: Lbretta, let me talk to Dawson, honey.
^ Bold indicates segment boundaries.
^This table is a revision ofTable 1 that combines thesegment and themovement divisions.
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Within the second ofBrown's movements, Mama attempts to draw out Jessie's
reasons for wanting to conmiit suicide because she is looking for something or someone to
blame for this development.. Jessie offers the unsatisfactory answer that she is simply tired
of "it all" (Norman 28) and then returns the focus to her evenmg's agenda, having a "good
time" (Norman 36). With this intent, Jessie requests that Mama make some hot chocolate for
old times' sake, and Mama complies, which brings an end to the second movement.
In the next movement, Jessie questions Mama about things "she has always
wondered about" (Brown 66). A rather intense and honest interchange occurs, covering
topics from the next-door neighbor's birds to love and divorce. According to Brown, this
movement, the third, closes with Jessie referring to herself as garbage.
DescribingMama as unable to place the blame on anyone or anything other than
herself, Brown explains the fourth movement as revolving around Mama's attempts to figure
out how she has contributed to "Jessie's failed life" (Brown 67). During this movement,
more secrets come out and another intenseexchangefollows, but Jessie refuses to implicate
her mother in this choice, for it is hers alone. Brown interprets this movement as ending
with Jessie's retrieving from her room a box of gifts that she has prepared for her mother to
distribute to others after the suicide.
In the final movement. Brownwrites, "Mamapleads with Jessie" to hold on just a
while longer, for her life could always improve (Brown 67). But Jessie is not deterred from
her purpose, and she spendsher last livingmoments explaining to hermotherwhat to do
after the suicide. Followinga brief physical struggle, Jessiegoes down the hall to her room
andlocks thedoor. Seconds latera shot sounds, after whichMama calls Dawson, just as
Jessie has instructed, and the play ends.
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Turn Length
The first aspect of the,dialogue I considered is turn length. Irizany, in her empirical
study of Buero Vallejo's En la ardiente oscuridad, found that audience members perceive the
"importance of characters in relation to their speaking parts" by noting "both the number of
turns and the amount of dialogue in words" (16). In addition, she asserts, "A speaking part
that is both larger and more frequent than another would probably result in agreement among
readers as to the character's predominance" (17). Because 'night. Mother, is a two-character
play, I knew that examining the number of speaking tums would provide no real insight into
the power structure of the dialogue. However, I felt that considering the relative number of
words spoken by both Mama and Jessie should reveal some useful information about how
Norman has constructed the dialogue and the power relationships within it.
Table 16 contains word and turn counts, as well as other data, that show some
interesting information about the way Norman has constructed dialogue. In looking only at
turn lengths per movement, I see that Norman has given both Jessie and Mama a variety of
turn lengths from movement to movement. The fourth column shows that both Mama's and
Jessie's turn lengths range from tums of about 14words in length in the first movement to
tumsnearly twice that length by theplay's end. Thesteadily increasing turnlengthmay
simplyreve^ the increasing involvement of thecharacters as theyparticipate in an
increasingly complex discussion. In otherwords, therelatively brief tums at thebeginning
of the play probablyresult fromNomiari'sestablishingMamaand Jessie as characters and
thelengthier tums from herwish to impart hercharacters' complex realities andpositions.
Interested in learning more about how Norman inscribed the power relationships in
each character's speech, I sought to focus more on the differences between Jessie's and
Mama's turn length rather than onthe differences within each character's speech, for a certain
amount of"back and forth" isnecessary if the drama isto becompelling, and 'night. Mother
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Table 16: Movements and Length of Turns
Movement Character
Number of
Words / Turns
Average Tum
Length Ratio of Difference
1 Jessie 957 /71 13.5
Mama 1054 / 72 14.6 1.1 (Mama)
• 2 J^sie 1730 / 118 14.7
Mama 1687 / 117 14.4 1.0
3 Jessie 1487 / 70 21.2
Mama 1581 / 70 22.6 1.1 (Mama)
4 Jessie 883 / 51 17.3
Mama 1072 / 50 21.4 1.2 (Mama)
5 Jessie 1658 / 51 32.5
Mama 1333 / 52 25.6 1.3 (Jessie)
is definitely compelling. Additionally, because of Irizarry's findings, I felt that the character
havingthe greatertum length in a particular movement couldsignify or result fromthe
character's predominance there.
Considering first the variation within eachcharacter's speech, I foundthat this
inherent variation something aboutMama's and Jessie's stances insome instances. Although
both characters have a range ofvariability inthe average length oftheir speaking turns, if one
looks atthe fifth column, which shows the ratio ofdifference between their average tum
len^s ineach movement, one discovers that there is not muchvariability between the
lengths ofMama's and Jessie's speaking turns in any ofthe movements. The fourth and
fifth movements, where the greatest difference between their speaking lengths exists, for
example, show the ratio ofdifference at only 1.2 and 1.3 in tum lengths. Furthermore, the
table suggests that Mama dominates slightly in the majority ofthe play, three out ofthe five
movements. Such a consistency in the data might lead one toconclude thatMama's and
Jessie s conversation, thus their power relationship, is rather balanced throughout much of
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the drama, except for the fifth movement, where the norm is overturned and Jessie takes
longer speaking turns.
Having resisted the temptation to draw a quick and easy conclusion or ignore the
question of a possible link between dominance and tum length entirely, I decided to consider
the smaller textual units of the segments. Table 17 contains information similar to that found
in Table 16; however, in it I present data I have collected from the ten segments rather than
the five movements. As I have calculated the means on this table from smaller textual
segments, the data reveals a great deal of variety not visible in the information I drew from •
Table 17: Segments and Length ofTums
Movenient Segment Character
Number of
Words / Tums
Average Tum
Length
Ratio of
Difference
1 1.01 Jessie
Mama
486 / 42
632 / 42
11.6
15.0 1.3 (Mama)
1.02 Jessie
Mama
471 / 29
422 / 30
16.2
14.1 1.1 (Jessie)
2 1.03 Jessie
Mama
1286 / 77
1017/77
16.7
13.2 1.3 (Jessie)
1.04 Jessie
Mama
444 / 41
670 / 40
10.8
16.8 1.6 (Mama)
3 1.05 Jessie
Mama
521 / 34
981/35
15.3
28.0 1.8 (Mama)
1.06 Jessie
Mama
477 / 23
364 / 23
20.7
15.8 1.3 (Jessie)
1.07 Jessie •
Mama
489 / 13
236 / 12
37.6
19.7 1.9 (Jessie) ,
4 1.08 Jessie
Mama
883 /51
1072 / 50
17.3
21.4 1.2 (Mama)
5 1.09 Jessie
Mama
609 / 17
788 / 18
35.8
43.8 1.2 (Mama)
1.10 Jessie
Mama
1049 / 34
545 / 34
30.9
16.0 1.9 (Jessie)
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the larger textual movements and presented in Table 16., In particular, this table reveals that
Jessie and Mama go back and forth in tum length a great deal. In fact, each dominates in five
out of the ten textual segments.
To illustrate. Table 16 shows the greatest variance occurs in the fifth movement
where Jessie speaks 1.3 times the words Mama does. The data from Table 17 shows that the
figure 1.3 is only a general mean that results from wide disparity between the tum lengths in
the various segments that make up the fifth movement itself. To explicate. Table 17 shows
that the first part of the fifth movement, segment 1.09, contains only a small ratio of
difference, 1.2. The final part of the fifth movement, segment 1.10, however, shows that
Jessie's turns are 1.9 times longer than Mama's, or that Jessie's tum lengths are ahnost twice
the length ofMama's at the movement's close. Thus, Table 17 shows that Jessie dominates
in terms of the amount ofwords spoken at the close of the movement by a rather large
margin; a fact that Table 16 simply cannot show.
Furthermore, the greatest variation in the length of speaking tums appears in
segments 1.05, 1.07, and 1.10. Conveniently, segments 1.05 and 1.07 provide the outer
boundariesof Brown's thirdmovement, which has allowed me to conductan in-depth
examination of a possible linkbetween dominance in theamount of words spoken and
dominance in terms of powerin thisparticular movement. In looking at segments 1.05 and
1.07, the movement's outer boundaries, as well as segment 1.06, the movement's
midsection, I see apparent changes indominance in terms of the amount ofwords spoken.
Table 17shows thatMama begins thethird movement by dominating the
conversation in terms of tum length. In segment 1.05 she speaks 1.8 times theamount of
words Jessie does in approximately the same number of tums. In segment 1.06, Jessie
speaks 1.3 times asmany words asMama. Because the disparity between Mama's and
Jessie s tum lengths israther slim insegment 1.06, this part ofthe dialogue might serve as a
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transitory period within the third movement, leading up to Jessie's dominance in segment
1.07, where her turn lengths are 1.9 times that ofMama's.
From the beginning of the third movement to its close (segments 1.05 through 1.07),
a role reversal, in terms of turn length, apparently occurs. Whereas Mama's turn lengths are
nearly twice that of Jessie's in segment 1.05, by segment 1.07 Jessie's turn lengths are
nearly twice that ofMama's. Additionally, not only the variance of the ratio of difference is
great within the third movement, but the average length of Jessie's turns more than doubles.
Her average turn length in segment 1.05 is 15.3 words, but by segment 1.07, her average
turn length is 37.6 words. While the lengths of Jessie's turns rise, the length ofMama's
dims fall, although the tum lengths in segment 1.07 rise a bit from segment 1.06, moving
from 15.8 words per tum to 19,7 words per tum, but because Jessie's tum length has grown
so much over this period of the conversation, the ratio of difference is greatest in segment
1.07.
In addition, the data from segment 1.10,which makes up the last portion of the final
movement, shows that Jessie's tum lengths are almost twice the length of Mama's, for she
speaks 1.9 times asm^y words asMama,whichis surprising since Jessie is off stage for
Mama's final ramblingsand does not answer themat all. Lookingto segment 1.09,1see that
the lengthofMama's turns decreases drastically from thebeginning of themovement, where
theyare43.8 words long, to theend, where they are 16.0, less thanhalfof the length in the
earlier section of dialogue.
Thus, Table 17 tends to confirmmy hunch that the conversationcontains much "back
^d forth," a struggleon the page. JessieandMamasharecontrolof the floor; each takes
control in one segment ofthetext and relinquishes it in the next, only to again take control.
Although ! have found these changes in the text intriguing, examining the variance in tum
lengths without considering other data does not allow me to make statements beyond which
character dominates the floor. Thus, inmy attempts to discover more about how Norman
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uses speech to create andreveal thechanging power relations in *night, Mother, I went on to
examine a number of other syntacticand lexicalelements from the dialogue. Because
examining the segments sometimes depicts amore precise outline of thechanging
circumstances in Brown's movements, in the followingdiscussion I continue to present data
gathered from the segmentswhere appropriate.
Additionally, although mydiscussion aims to be rathercomprehensive, I focus
specifically on thethird andfifth movements at certain points bothbecause Brown's
descriptions of them point to specific positions ofpower, and because the data I have
compiled point to these segments asplaces in the dialogue where probable changing power
relations are located; in other words. Brown's descriptions of these movements are
intriguing, andthese movements show thegreatest variance in turn length, which has leadme
to believethat theywould be themostinteresting, and,I hope, informative to consider. I
haveakeady addressed the highrateof variability withing these segments, but a brief
explanationof whyBrown's descriptions intrigue me is in order.
Brownprovidesan overly general description of the types of speecheach character
employs in theseparts of thedialogue. Shedoes notmention specifics thatare essential to
grasp what is going on betweenMama and Jessie in thesemovements. To illustrate,Brown
has described the third movement simply as a time when Jessie questions Mama about things
she has always wanted to know. Not mentioned is the fact that during the third movement
Mama asks nearly twice as many questions as Jessie. This fact places Jessie in an complex
position: not only is she dependent on Mama for information and in charge of the questions,
but she is also a source of information here, because Mama, too, asks questions about things
she has always wondered about. In the final movement Brown focuses on Mama's
powerlessness when she describes it as the movement where Mama "pleads" with Jessie to
live. Brown also implies that Jessie has control in this movement because she refuses to
consider any of Mama's altematives. Browndoes not mention that in part of the final
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movement Mama is overwhelmed by the situation and is unable to speak or that Mama and
Jessie discuss Jessie's funeral, a topic that does not permit Mama to "plead." In the
following sections, then, I discuss specific instances, often in the third and fifth movements,
where Mama's and Jessie's lexical and syntactic choices reveal their changing attitudes and
even create shifts in their power relationship.
Lexical Items
This stage ofmy investigation of how speech reflects Mama's and Jessie's
relationship involves an examinationof particular lexical items. Specifically, I exariiine the
changing ways Mama and Jessie use words throughout the play, and I discuss some specific
lexical items, terms of address, first and second person pronouns, private verbs, and their
possible connections to the relative amount of power each character holds.
Terms of Address
The process of naming and addressing one another is of relevance to understanding
'night, Mother's power relationships- Various sociolinguists have commented on the "ft/ and
vous" distinction, a characteristic oftenpresent in speechbetween parents and children. In
brief, the address terms parents and childrenuse when speaking to one another are not
reciprocal: parents generally address their children with "m," the less formal address term,
whilechildren use "voias," themore formal form. TheEnglish language no longerhas such
distinctions in its pronoun system; nevertheless, a similar phenomenon may be observed in
the terms of address peopleusewithone another. For example, in 'night. Mother, the
parents are referred to as "Mama" and"Daddy" while thechildren arecalled by theirfirst
names, "Jessie" and "Dawson." Fraricine Frank and Frank Anshen claim that it is "possible
tomake socially significant distinctions...with various permutations of names andtitles" and
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that,such distinctions are useful in examining "the notions of *power' and 'solidarity'" (57)
involved in people's interactions.
Ronald Wardhaugh also comments on the significance of the various terms with
which people address one another. He mentions that non-reciprocal use of address tenns
"can be heavily marked for power" (268). In addition, he notes, "It is also quite possible for
one person to have a considerable variety of address terms...in the kind of relationship, in
which many terms exist, the two see each other as fitting many different roles, with each term
marking a different role" (269). Wardhaugh refers to only reciprocal use ofmultiple address
terms; in 'night, Mother^ this practice is non-reciprocal: Mama has several address terms for
her daughter while Jessie has only a couple of standard ones for her mother. Thus, I
consider it an important factor in describing the alternating positions of power within the
play.
With this rather general knowledge of address terms and having observedMama's
use ofmany different terms, I hypothesized that the ways in which Mama and Jessie address
each other would reflect their positionof power or attitudes in particular parts of the drama.
Tables 18 and 19 list Mama's and Jessie's uses of direct address in each segment as well as
the total number of times each uses direct address terms per segment.
A cursory glance at these tables reveals that Mama uses eight terms to address Jessie
while Jessie employs only two. Incidentally, Mama also uses far more terms of address
throughout thedialogue. Shedoes notusethem consistently throughout theplay, however.
In fact. Mama's use ofaddress terms mirrors herchanging attitudes and position ofpower;
additionally, heruseof them serves to establish herposition of power at certain points in the
play.
Although MamausesJessie's formal name, "Jessie," and the shortened version of it,
"Jess," most often her use of"Jess" does not change throughout the play to reflect Mama's
changing emotions. Mama's use of"Jessie," however, mirrors her changing mentM state.
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Table 18: Mama's Use ofAddress Terms per Segment
Move Seg My Sweet
-ment ment Jess Jessie Hon Honey Sugar Child Girl heart Totals
1 1.01 4 8 4 1 4 0 0 0 21
1.02 0 8 0 0 1 0 0 0 9
2 1.03 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 15
1.04 3 -5 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
3 1.05 0 8 0 0 0 1 0 0 9
1.06 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
1.07 1 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 5
4 1.08 1 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 18
5 1.09 0 10 0 1 0 1 1 1 13
1.10 0 17 1 1 0 1 1 0 21
Grand Total 126
Table 19: Jessie's Use ofAddress Terms per Segment
Movement Segment Mama Mother Totals per Segment
1 1.01 6 1 7
1.02 4 0 4
2 1.03 8 1 9
1.04 4 1 5
3 1.05 2 0 2
1.06 2 3
1.07 2 0 2
4 1.08 7 0 7
5 1.09 7 0 7
1.10 9 1 10
Grand Total 49
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When overwhehned or dismayed and unable to articulate a more complete reply. Mama cries
out the single word "Jessie!" at various points'throughout the play. For example, in segment
1.02, after Jessie has likened Jesus' death to suicide and found herself pleased with her
assertion. Mama, stunned and offended, is able to reply only with "Jessie!" (19). Another
instance in whichMama simply exclaims"Jessie!" is when Jessie tellsMama that finding a
job to make her life happier would "only make [her] feel worse" (35). But, as five of the
eight instances of this usage occur toward the end of the fifth movement, where Brown has
indicated Mama pleads with Jessie, these exclamations tend to reveal something more than
shock; they reflect Mama's powerless position at that point in the dialogue.
Fiirthennore, Mama also tends to punctuate her sentences with the exclaimation
/
"Jessie!"; she does so ten times within the dialogue. Toward the end of the first movement,
in segment 1.02, for example, Jessie insists that she will commit suicide. In a desperate
attempt to gain control and assert her will, Maxpz says, "You will not! This is crazy talk,
Jessie!" (16). Another example of Mama's punctuating her statement with Jessie's name is
when she suggests that they get a dog to improve Jessie's life. Rather than simply askmg or
suggesting her idea, Mama exclaims, "Let's get another dog, Jessie!" (31). Thus, Mama
appears to be exclaiming her statements to enforce her will.
As Mama exclaims only Jessie's full name, reserving other terms of address solely
for statements and questions, this address termappears to function in specificways in
Mama's speech. Whetherused in exclaimed fragments or at the closeof an exclamatory
sentence, for Mama, using Jessie's name serves to underline her intense emotions, which,
rangefromanxious frustration to shock to forced enthusiasm. Thisspecial fimction of
"Jessie" is reinforced by the fact thatMan^ never exclaims theword "Jess" as a fragment,
nor any other of the terms of address in her vocabulary for that matter; neither does she use
them to punctuate hersentences. Hence, asPotter's studies of syntactic elements and
character traits have shown, these uses point toward a lack ofcontrol, orpower, onMama's
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part. Specifically, Mama's relatively high useofexclaimed fragments in thefinalsegment
correlates with two characteristically weak syntactic elements: exclamations and fragments.
These outbursts, then, are one indication ofMama's desperate position at specific points
within the dialogue. In addition.Mama's use of exclamations throughout the dialogue
suggests that she is an excitable character.
Mama also calls Jessie by a number of "pet names," or terms of endearment, that
reflect her vacillating attitude toward Jessie as well as her position of power as the play
progresses. At the beginning of theplay,before Jessie has revealed her intention to commit
suicide.Mama uses "sugar" "hon" and "honey"positively. In segment 1.01,for example,
Mamauses"sugar" positively four times. Shesays, "Jessie, it's the last snowball, sugar,"
(5); "It's Saturday night, sugar" (7); "I'm not trying to help, sugar" (10); and "He [Ricky]
/
just needs some time, sugar" (11) allwithin thespace of a few pages. However, after Jessie
reveals that she plans to commitsuicide. Mamauses "sugar"onlyoncemore;this timem a
negative way. In segment 1.02Mama says, "How am I supposed to act? Tell you to go
ahead? O.K. by me, sugar?" (20). In addition,Mama uses the terms "hon" and "honey"
rather liberally at the beginning of the play. She calls Jessie "hon" four times and "honey"
once early in segment 1.01, before Jessie has revealed her intentions.
After Jessie's revelation, however. Mama's usage of these endearing terms changes.
In fact, it drops noticeably during the middle portion of the play. Whereas Mama uses nine
endearing terms in the first segment, thereafter her usage ranges from zero to three such
terms per segment. Mama uses "hon'' and "honey" a total of five times in segment 1.01, but
she does not use them again until segment 1.10. Moreover, the terms of endearment Mama
uses are often quite the opposite of their literalmeaning. For instance, in segment 1.09
Mama uses four terms of endearmentwith intentions far frompositive:
Youmakeme feel like a fool for being alive, child^ andyou are so wrong! I
like it here, and I will stayhereuntiltheymakemego, until they dragme
screaming and I mean screeching tomy grave, andyou're real smart to get
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away before then because, I mean, honey^ you've never heard noise like that
in your life...
(78, emphasis mine)
In the stage directions, Norman indicates that Jessie ''turns away'* at this point in Mama's
tirade. However, Mama continues:
...Oh yes, ever since Christmas you've been laughing to yourself and
thinking, "Boy, are ±ey aU in for a surprise." Well, nobody's going to be a
bit surprised, sweetheart. This is just like you. Do it the hard way, that's my
girU aU right. (79, emphasis mine)
After this extended speaking turn on Mama's part, Norman gives the stage direction "JESSIE
gets up and goes into the kitchen, but MAMA/oWowj hef* (79). There, Mama continues to
vent her frustration for another couple of sentences. Jessie can only react with the request,
'T-eave me alone" (79). In this particular instance,Mama clearly dominates the situation, and
she has gained that power through her ironic use of endearing terms. But is Mama really in
control? In segment 1.09, Mama's turn lengths are 1.2 times the length of Jessie's, which
indicates that she controls the floor slightly more than Jessie throughout this segment, which
is the first half ofmovement five. However, Mama's tirade is set off by Jessie's intentions
and her refusal to change them. Mama's outburst results from her inability to gain control; it
is a result of her impotence. Therefore, althoughMama temporarily dominates the situation
through her anger and her scathing remarks, she is unable to seize control effectively and
alter Jessie's intentions.
In segment 1.10, the final half of movement five, though, Mama reverts to positive
usage of these terms, calling Jessie "hon," "honey," and "child" in a positive, non-
demeaning sense. For example, when Jessie remarks that Mama "looked real good" in the
dress she wore to Daddy's funeral. Mama says, "I don't remember, hon" (80). When Jessie
tells Mama not to let anyone, "especially Loretta," take any food home, Mama says, "Loretta
will get all the food set up, honey. It's only fair to let her have some macaroni or something"
(81). And, when she hears the shot, she says, "Jessie, Jessie, chiId...Forgive me" (89).
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Even though Mama continues to plead with Jessie toward the end of the final movement, her
return to her habitual fonn of address signals that she has come to accept her inability to alter
Jessie's intentions, even though she does not condone them. Thus, Mama falls into her role
as mother and companion and abandons her self-assigned roles of pleading savior and
sarcastic critic.
In contrast, Jessie does not often address Mama directly. Unlike Mama, Jessie uses
only two terms of address, "Mama" and "Mother," which is typical for a child in a parent-
child relationship. Jessie uses the more formal term "Mothei'' sparingly, preferring to use
"Mama." Jessie sometimes uses the single word "Mama," though her use of the term differs
greatly from Mama's use of "Jessie." Jessie does not exclaimMama's name; she simply
states it as a warning, marked as such with ellipses, to avert the goal Mama is pursuing in the
conversation. For example, in segment 1.03, Mama tries to force Jessie to explain her
reasons for wanting to commit suicide. Jessie severs this line of questioning with a loaded
"Mama..." (29). In segment 1.04, Mama reveals that she is not cooperating so that Jessie
will postpone or cancel her plans. Again, Jessie answers with a single word of warning,
"Mama..." (44). In her final use of this strategy, Jessie says "Mother..." (38) in order to
signal that she does not wish to hear any further fabrications about Agnes. Unlike Mama,
who exclaims Jessie's name as a reaction, Jessie uses Mama's name as a cautionary signal.
Jessie does so when she wishes to say nothing more rather than when she is unable to say
more. Thus, Jessie's use of address terms does not designate her as an easily excitable
character, but one who is more calm and in control. Perhaps this usage also reflects a greater
possession of self, or of self-control.
Like Mama's terms of address, Jessie's also reflect her position of power within the
play. Notably, in segments 1.09 and 1.10, Jessie says, "No, Mama" five times. The first
time Jessie says "No, Mama" is whenMamapleadswith Jessie to *Try it [living] for two
more weeks" (75). Her second and third direct refusals are in answer to Mama's continued
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attempts tocoax herinto staying bypromising tochange herdomineering ways (75). After
these three insistent refusals.Mama goes into her tirade in which she uses terms of
endearmentironically. At the end of the segment, though, Norman writes in the stagenotes,
"MAMA is nearly unconsciousfrom the emotional devastation of these lastfew moments^*
(79),whichmay signal thatMamahas lostcontrol ratherthan taken it with these statements.
In segment 1.10, Jessie*s useof "No, Mama" turns briefly from direct opposition to
a thoughtfully intended correction. WhenMama indicates thatshewishes to giveLoretta
somefoodfor helping set up the food for the funeral, Jessie instructs her not to be so
generous (81). Jessie's finaluseof "No,Mama," however, signals a return to the typeof
directopposition she expressed throughout segment 1.09. By the time Jessiesays,"It's time
forme to go.Mama,"Mamahas recovered enough to grabJessieand insist,"No, Jessie,
you've got all night!" (86). Jessie's responds with a curt, "No,Mama." All of these
refusals indicate that Jessie is taking an active role throughoutthe fifth movement. Although
Mamaattempts to control Jessie, Jessie'sfirm defiance renders Mama's attempts to take
control ineffectual.
In sum,Mama's and Jessie's direct address practices differ greatly, a fact that reveals
a conscious differentiation of character language on Norman's part as well Mama's and
Jessie's relative positions of power. In addition, the terms of address also work to create or
enact the relationship (i.e.,Mama's sarcasticuse of endearment terms or Jessie's use of
"Mama..."), bringing greater control to the one who uses the terms innovatively. I fmd this
inquiry to be woithwhile,for it definitely shows howNorman inscribes the transitory nature
of power and the struggle for donunance in the dialogue.
Personal Pronouns
I also considered the ways in whicheach characterfocuses her speech on herself or
on the other through personal pronouns. I felt these were important factors to consider, for
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they might reveal the focuswith whicheach characteris most comfortable. I theorizedthat
instances where each used her preferred focus couldbe linked to instances of dominance, for
I thought that one neededconfidence to trulytakecontrol. Thus,Table 20 began as a way of
looking at the power relationship betweenMama and Jessie. However, the data I have
collected seemto pointmore in the direction of telling whatconcerns each character
throughoutthe play, herself or the other,r^er thanpointing to specificinstances whereeach
dominates. Generally, the data reveal thatJessieexpresses herselfmost frequently in the
form of *T'-statements. Conversely, Mama is generally more concerned with addressing
Jessie through numerous **you"-statements.
In seven of the 10 textual segments, Jessie's preferred focus is the first person. This
usage signals that Jessie is the focus of themajority of her own statements. Only in segment
1.10,where Jessie is preparing Mama for what will happen after the shot and instructingher
on how to act at the funeral, does Jessie employ more second person pronouns than first
person pronouns. Even so, her use of the secondperson is only 1.2 times that of the first
person. Jessie's ratio of preferred use is especiallynotable in segment 1.07as it contains her
highest ratio of first person pronouns to second person pronouns, 3.2. In this segment,
Jessie is discussing her relationships with Cecil and Ricky and asserting her identity.
Mama's usage does not reveal such a strongly marked tendency. She shifts her focus
periodically, yet shows a preference for second person pronouns. Mama speaks ofherself
less frequently and, as she uses more second person pronouns in five of the segments, her
tone is generally blaming—she points her finger at Jessie through keeping her focus on "you-
you-you."
Nevertheless, in three segments, 1,02,1.03, and 1.06, she uses twice the number of
the second person pronouns. In segment 1.02,Mama is reacting to Jessie's suicide. In
segment 1.03, she is trying to ascertain Jessie's reasons for the suicide by asking numerous
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Table 20: Characters' Use of First and Second Person Pronouns
Move
ment
Seg
ment
Jessie's Use of
First / Second
Person Pronouns
Ratio of
Jessie's
Preferred Use®
Mania's Use of
First / Second
Person Pronouns
Ratio of
Mama's
Preferred Use
1 1.01 32/27 1.2 (FP) 37/38 1.0 (NS)
1.02 43/18 2.4 (FP) 21/41 2.0 (SP)
2 1.03 93/55 1.7 (FP) 39 / 100 2.6 (SP)
1.04 27/17 1.6 (FP) 38/20 1.9 (FP)
3 1.05 29/31 • 1.1 (SP) 67/45 1.5 (FP)
1.06 32/32 1.0 (NS) 17/33 1.9 (SP)
1.07 38/12 3.2 (FP) 13/15 1.2 (SP)
4 1.08 85/39 2.2 (FP) 71 / 108 1.5 (SP)
5 1.09 57/24 2.4 (FP) 67/66 1.0 (NS)
1.10 65/76 1.2 (SP) 68/30 3.2 (FP)
^ In this table, FP signals that there is a higher use of first-person pronouns and SP signals a higher use of
second-person pronouns. NS indicates that the difference is not significant enough to be measured in tenths.
questions. And in segment 1.06,Mama is trying to find out who or what is to blame for
Jessie's state ofmind, again by asking many questions.
Mama prefers "r'-statements in the final segment, where her turn lengths are
relatively brief, 16.0 words, which is perplexing as she also focuses on herself rather
narrowly in segment 1.06, where her turn lengths are also relatively brief. I had originally
thought that segment 1.09, where Mama's tum length is the greatest, 43.8 words, would
show Mama using her preferred form, second person pronouns, heavily. However the data
reveal that she has a rather balanced focus between her use of first and second person
pronouns in that segment. My examination of Mama's speech in segments 1.06 and 1.10
points to Mama's discomfort with her own identity. She is used to pointing her finger at
Jessie and defining her (i.e., through "you are" definition statements), but she seems out of
touch with herself and her reality.
In segment 1.10, the latter half of the finalmovement,Mama's use of "FU" changes.
At the beginning of the playMama uses "I'll" to say what she will do to prevent Jessie firom
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committing suicide, forexample, "I'll leave theTVoff allnight" (18)in segment 1.02, or
"I'll paymore attention to you" (75) in segment 1.09. Early in theplay, when discussing
what Mama will do after Jessie has died, she also uses "I'll" to make some ridiculous
assertions, such as "I'll eat tuna, thank you" (51) in segment 1.05,which again are intended
to prevent Jessie's suicide. In segment 1.10, however, "I'll" serves a much different
purpose. Allof these references deal with the acceptance ofJessie's suicide. In this segment
Mama uses "I'll" nine times. Three of those times she states with what she will do at Jessie's
funeral, threeothers dealwithwhatshewilldoonceshehas heard the shot, and the final
threeare threats madeindesperation because Jessie hasdisappeared behindherbedroom
door. At this pointin theplay, then, Mama appears to realize thatJessie is serious andwill
not be deterred. Thus, Mama basically stops pleading until the final, desperate moments.
Mama's change in theusage of "Fll" andaddress terms correlates withherdrastically
decreased tum length,which drops from 43.6to 16.0words within the fifthmovement. It
appears thatNorman reinforces Mama's ineffectual position through Mama's speech.
Private Verbs
The final lexical element I examined is "private verbs." I have based my list of
private verbs on Douglas Biber's definitionof them: "Private verbs express intellectualstates
(e.g., believe) or nonobservabable intellectual acts (e.g. discovery* (242). In my listing,
however, I have also included nonobservable emotional acts and states, such as "love" and
"like," since Biber also Writes, "Private verbs.. .are used for the overt expression of private
attitudes, thoughts, and emotions" (105). In my investigation of these lexical items, I look at
how certainly each character expresses her own condition. Expressing uncertainty about
one's "private attitudes, thoughts, and emotions," through such constructions as "I don't
know" or "I forget," I believed, would reveal a certain amount ofweakness in the character.
The data, however, provide very little evidence to support my hypothesis. Rather, they
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reveal something aboutthe language Norman has given MamaandJessiem orderto
differentiate them as characters.
Table 21 presents the**private" verbs thatMama and Jessie employ in their
conversation. In compiling this table, I ran KWIC concordances for each of the terms sothat
I could observe their use in "r*-statementsand record only those (e.g., "I know," but not
'•you know"). The two columns onthe left list private verbs that are common toboth
characters while thetwoontheright listverbs that only oneor theother uses in herspeech. I
havealso included someof theauxiliary verbs andadverbs thatmodify themain private verb
to show how Mama and Jessie differ in their use of these items.
Looking at theleft halfofthetable, I see that Mama and Jessie use theclause "I
know" almost eqii^y. However, Mama expresses herdoubts verbally byemploying the
Table 21: Private Verbs^
Shared Private Verbs Differentiated Private Verbs
Jessie Mama Jessie Mama
know 14 know 15 feeling 3 hate 4
think 11 don't know 10 liked 3 don't remember. 1
thought 10 think 10 wonder 3 don't understand 1
want 10 guess 9 don't care 2 forget 1
didnVdon't thinkll didn't/don't think6 hope 2 never liked 1
guess 6 don't want 5 waited 2 waiting 1
don't want 5 like 5 believe 1
didn't know 4 mean 5 hurt 1
don't know 4 thought 5 " never understood 1
loved 4 want • 5 understood 1
don't like 3 didn't know 4 wait 1
mean 3 don't like 3 wish 1
remember 2 (I)'d like 2
(I)'d like 1 love 2
like 1 loved 2
love 1 remember 1
Totals 58 68 21 9
®I havenotincluded speech words, such as "said" and"asked" in this table as I discuss them elsewhere.
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clause "I don't know" more frequently than Jessie. Mama uses this clause 10 times, while
Jessie uses it only four times. Mamaexpressescertainty/agreement 15 times with "I know,"
but she also expressesdoubt/ignorance through "I don't know," and "I didn't know" a total
of 14 times, which undermines the certainty she expresses in describing her condition.
Jessie, on the other hand,expresses certainty/agreement 14 times and doubt/ignorance only
eight times, a ratio that signals lessdoubt on herpart. Theverb"don't know,'* highlights the
difference between them: Mama says "don't know" 10 times, while Jessie says it only four.
Thus,Jessie's language is slightly more confident in than Mama's, or at leastthat she is less
likely to openlyexpressdoubt aboutherperceptions andmake herselfvulnerable.
Another interesting differencein usage is the verb "thought." Jessie uses the verb
"thought" 10 times,whileMainauses it onlyfive times, which tends to correlatewith
Mama's assertion that she does not like to think about things nearly as much as Jessie. Table
21 shows yet another difference betweenMama and Jessie: Jessie expresses her desires
more frequently; Mamaexpresses her approval/pleasure moreoften. BothMama andJessie
express their desires through the clauses "I want," "I don't want," and "I'd like." Jessie,
however, expresses these sentiments 1.3 times as often as Mama, using "want" ten times;
Mama uses it only five. As for expressing approval/pleasure, Mama uses the clauses "I
like," "I love," and "I loved" 1.5 times as often as Jessie. For example, the clause "I like"
appears five times in Mama's speech and only once in Jessie's. The differences in use of
these shared private verbs establish that Jessie is more reflective and slightly more interested
in expressing how she wishes things could or would be, whileMama's language reveals that
she is more comfortable with and accepting of her current situation.
More importantare the distinct private verbs eachcharacteremploys. The right
column shows that Jessie andMama employ several distinctprivate verbs, though Jessie's
speechcontainsa greatervariety of them. Jessie's verbs also containa broad rangeof
connotations, including positive, neutral, and negative. For example, she uses the verbs
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"feeling," "liked," and "wonder" three times, "hope" twice, and "believed" and "wish" once.
Of course, she also uses some rather negative verbs, such as "don't care," "hurt," "never
understood," Mama's private verbs, though, are uniformly negative. To illustrate, her most
frequently used verb is "hate," and she uses "never liked" once, and the majority ofMama's
other private verbs point to a private shortcoming, such as "don't remember," "don't
understand," and "forget." When considered alongside the shared private verbs, Jessie's
language reaffirmis that she is concerned with how things might be, while Mama's language
reveals that she is actually quite negative in her descriptions of her own state.
I find it quite intriguing to note that althoughMama's focuses less frequently on
herself (e.g., she tends to use many more "you"-statements than "F'-statements), her use of
private verbs is greater than Jessie's. Therefore, when speaking of herself. Mama is more
likely to use private verbs and reveal more about her mental state. I am uncertain of what to
make of this observation. As more ofMama's verbs than Jessie's express self-doubt (e.g.,
"don't know," "guess," "didn't know," "hate," "don't remember," "don't understand," and
"forget"), I want to assert that Mama's language reveals her as the less confident and less
authoritative character. I am unaware of anyone having done research on comparative usage
of privateverbs amongcharacters andhowthatrelates to the audience'sperception
characters, but, because characters disclose their vulnerability, biases, authority, or lack
thereof through private verbs, I believe these couldprove valuable to the study of readers'
perceptions of characters.
Syntactic Items
Syntax is the final component of the dialogue I considered. Potter, in her article
"CharacterDefinitionthroughSyntax: SignificantWithin-Play Variability in 21Modem
English-Language Plays," reported that her computer studyof first acts revealedthateach
character's speech contains syntactic patterns thatcorrelate with "ournon-systematic
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perception of his or her personality traits" (426). Most important to this study is that Potter
found "the variables that best discriminate between characters witliin plays are questions,
imperatives, exclamations, pauses, fragments, and hypotheticals" (427).
Whereas Potter was concerned with the function of how syntax in the speech of first
acts works to establish characters' identities, I was concemed with how Norman uses
language to reveal the conflicts and the changing power status of the characters within the
dialogue. Thus, I tried to limit my investigation to some of the elements Potter has identified
as being particularly consistent with the language of domin^t and weak characters. In
particular, Potter's research has shown that high use of definitions, imperatives, and
questions signifies a dominant character, while high use of exclamations, fragments, and
pauses signifies a weaker character. Therefore, I examined the ways in which four of these
basic syntactic elements, questions, imperatives, exclamations, and pauses, exhibit M^a's
and Jessie's positions of power. I have elected to pass over fragments, as Mama's and
Jessie's speech is so familiar that they converse largely in fragments; in Norman's
introduction to the play, she actually refers to their speech habits as "a shorthand" (i).
In essence, I was looking not specifically for language that would reveal either
character as dominant, excitable or intelligent, but for speechtraits that would surface at
various points in the text and would signify the dominance or the lack of dominance each
characterdisplayed at particluarplaces in the play. Tomy surprise, I nevertheless gained
information aboutcharactertypeas a byproduct ofmy central investigation.
Questions
Table22 shows that, overall, Mama andJessie aska relatively equalnumber of
questions, 121 and 112,respectively. These similar totals do notprovide a cleardistinction
between a dominant anda non-dominant character. Moreover, simply counting questions
does notreveal much, for questions vary. Some questions may bedefined as"strong" while
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others are "weak" or "neutral." Additionally, a question, even though "strong," may be
disarmedby its being ignoredor receiving a delayed response. In compiling the data in Table
22, therefore, I distinguished between strong and neutral/weak questions as follows:
Rhetoricalquestions,which do "not require an answer but simply [emphasize] an ideawith
which the addressee can be expected to agree" (Merideth193),and questions that are
accusative and challenging in nature are strongquestions. In contrast, those questions that
simply ask for information or clarification areneutral andpossibly evenweak, as theyrely
upontheknowledge of another for their fulfilhnent. In thesixthcolimm I indicate whether or
not the questions askedare promptly answered in the dialogue, for asking q^uestions and
receiving no answers to them, or gettingtardyanswers, indicates a lack of control. It is also
c
importantto note that I have not counted unanswered or tardily answered questions singly;
they simplyconstitutea subsetof the "strong" and"neutral/weak" categories, as I believethe
manner and intention of the inquisitor to be of equal importanceto the response or lack of it.
As rhetorical questions do not merit a response, I have not included them in column six.
Table 22: Tj^es of Questions Asked and Lack of Response
Movement Character All Questions Strong
Neutral /
Weak
Unanswered /
Tardily.
Answer^
1 Mama 28 8 20 9
Jessie 17 4 13 6
2 Mama 41 U 22 8
Jessie 41 10 31 12
3 Mama 43 29 14 16
Jessie 23 13 10 5
4 Mama 7 3 4 3
Jessie 26 15 11 2
5 Mama 21 3 18 2
Jessie 5 4 1 0
Totals Mama
Jessie
121
112
55
45
66
67
39
25
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The totals in columns four and five show that Mama and Jessie ask relatively similar
numbers of both strong and neutral/weak questions. Thus, the types of questions theyask
do not reveal their levelof power. A greater number ofMama's questions, almost one-third
more, however, are left unanswered or are tardily answered. That Jessie elects not to answer
or to delay heranswer to somany ofMama's questions signals twothings: Jessie
determines whichtypes of questions deserve answers, andthus,Jessiepossesses an amount
of control that Mama does not.
A curious factemerges when oneconsiders thatin the thirdmovement, where Brown
has attributed theactof questioning to Jessie, Mama actually asks amajority of the questions:
Mama asks 43questions in this movement while Jessie asks only 23. Obviously, Mama has
many questions about thetopics she and Jessie address in this portion of the dialogue. And,
rather than being a sourceof knowledge for Jessie, Mamaoften turns to Jessie for answers.
Also, within this movement.Mama asksmore strong questions than neutral/weak ones and,
in fact, she asks more strong questions than does Jessie. Why, then, does Brown
instinctively define the thirdmovement by Jessie's act of questioning? A partial answermay
be attributed to the fact thatMama ignores or responds tardily to only five of Jessie's
questions in the thirdmovement. Jessie, on theotherhand, provides no response, another
question, or a delayed response to 16ofMama'squestions. Partof this apparent
unresponsiveness stems from thefact that Mama asks a number of rhetorical questions in this
partof thedialogue. Forexample, after Jessie reveals that shethought Mama's life"might be
better" (49) after Daddy died, that she might "change somehow" (49).Mama asks, "Into
what? The Queen? A clerk in a shoe store? Why should I? Because he said to? Becaueyou
said-to?" (49). But when Jessie tellsMama, "You have no earthly idea how I feel" in
segment 1.06,Mama retorts by asking, "Well, how could I?", which is another strong
rhetorical question. Nevertheless, Jessie's questions, whether strong or neutral/weak,
produce a more information.
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Additionally, in the fifth movement, where Brown says Mama pleads with Jessie,
Mama again asks a majority of the questions, this time more than four times as many as
Jessie. Of the four questions Jessie asks in this movement, three of them are strong. In one
speaking turn in segment 1.09, Jessie includes three rhetorical questions in her statement:
Don't you see. Mama, everything I do winds up like this. How could I think
you would understand? How could I think you would want a manicure? We
could hold handsfor an hour and then I could go shootmyself? Fm sorry
about tonight, Mama, but it's exactly why I'm doing it. (74, emphasis mine)
Jessie's one neutral/weak question appears in segment 1.10. In fact, she answers Mama's
rather vague question, "And you're not afraid?", with one of her own, "Afraid of what?", in
order to clarify Mama's question. Conversely, the vast majority ofMama's questions are of
the neutral/weak type; while Mama asks 21 questions, 18of them rely on Jessie to provide
information. In contrast to the third movement, where Mama asks more strong than
neutral/weak questions, Jessie provides prompt answers to all but two ofMama's questions.
Again, Jessie appears able to select which questions deserve her attention, which underlines
Mama's lack of control. Generally, whenMama asks strong questions, Jessie is more likely
to ignore them or provide a tardy answer; when Mama asks neutral/weak questions, Jessie is
more likely to answer them promptly. The fifthmovement, specifically, fits into this pattern.
For a large portion of the fifth movement, Jessie instructs Mama on what to do after the
suicide. Because Jessie is instructing Mama on how to conduct herself after the suicide.
Mama asks for further suggestions andclarifications, and Jessiewillingly providesher with
the necessary information as preparingMama for a life alone is Jessie's plan for the evening.
To illustrate, in segment 1.10, Mama asks, "Is that what I tell Dawson and Loretta, too? We
sat around,you kissedme, '*night. Mother'?" (82), "Whatwill the policesay?" (83), "What
if DawsonandLorettawantme to go homewith them?" (83),and "Youwantme to give
people those things?" (83), only to list a few, andJessiecooperates fiiUy, answering each of
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these questions promptly and appropriately. Jessie is the source of knowledge and is in
control, thus, it serves her purpose to answer the questions Mama asks.
Thus, strong questions are often denied fulfilling their perlocutionary force. Weak
/
questions sometimes receive like treatment, but overall, they receive a more positive and
cooperative reaction, which allows them to achieve their end, gaining information.
Imperatives
Table 23 lists Mama's and Jessie's use of imperatives throughout the play. The totals
demonstrate that Jessie uses 56 imperatives, a nimiber almost 1.6 times greater than Mania's
36 imperatives. Such a great difference could signal that Jessie is the dominant character,
especially when paired with Jessie's tendency to ignore Mama's inquiries or to answer them
tardily.
More important to my purposes ofmapping power relations, however, is the fact that
towardthe end of the play Jessieemploys manymore imperatives thanMama. Perhapsthis
Table 23: Imperatives
Ratio of
Movement Segment Mama Jessie Difference
1 1.01 7 5
1.02 0 4
1.3 (Jessie)
2 1.03 1 4
1.04 0 0
4.0 (Jessie)
3 1.05 7 1
- 1.06 4 2
1.07 6 0
1.08
5.7 (Mama)
4 2 10
5.0 (Jessie)
5 1.09 5 5
1.10 4 25
3.3 (Jessie)
Totals 36 56
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is why themanicure topicmanifested itselfso strongly in mymind. In segment 1.01, where
Jessie refers to the manicure most often, she uses the imperative, such as in "You dry your
hands till I get back or it's a no go, all right?" (9); '*Wash your hands" (10), 'Then wash
your hands anddon't talk to me anymore aboutRicky" (11); and "Was/t your handsand
that's the last time Fm telling you" (12). In all of these cases. Mama ignores Jessie's
imperatives. Jessie's use of themat the beginning of the play, then, is ineffecmal. In the
fourth movement, Jessie uses five times as many imperatives as Mama does. Jessie tells
Mama, *\..get the manicure stuff' (62) and then continues to direct her on what to do after
the suicide. Mama does not acknowledge any of these commands, however. So, even
though Jessie uses a dominant form, she lacks command of the situation.
In the fifth movement Jessie uses 3.3 times the imperatives Mama does. Unlike the
other instances where Jessie's use is high, this time Mama heeds her imperatives because
Jessie's much higher usage of imperatives toward the movement's close, segment 1.10,
results from her role as instructor. Jessie says, for example, "...p/cA: some songs or let
Agnes pick..." (80),"' *^Take them [the mourners] up to see their flowers—just say, 'I
appreciate your coming; Connie.' And then ask how their garden was..." (80); and "You
stay out here with Dawson and Loretta. You keep Dawson out here" (83), just to list a few.
That Mama heeds Jessie's commands and asks Jessie for further clarification, rather than
challenging her, demonstrates that Jessie is indeed in power in this final part of the dialogue.
Mama utilizes more imperatives than Jessie only in the third movement, the one
Brown has described as consisting of Jessie's questioning Mama, but Mama tries to
dominate through giving orders and asking strong questions; she uses 5.7 times the
imperatives Jessie does. But Jessie refuses to follow Mama's orders, and she often chooses
to provide Mama with a late answer or no answer at all. Both of these tendencies in Jessie's
^I haveitalicized the imperative verbs in thesestatements so thatthey areeasUy identifiable.
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speech demonstrate that althoughMama isusing authoritative forms. Mama is impotent.
Several examples ofMama's unheeded commands follow: "Take all these pots outto the
porch!" (50); "Just leave me this one pan...Get me one knife, one fork, one bigspoon, and
thecanopener, andput them outwhere I can getthem" (50); "...throw outallthose plates
and cups" (50); and "Throw themout" (51).
Exclamations and Pauses
I have defined exclamations narrowly as being those words, phrases, and sentences
followed by anexclamation in thepomt in the text. Similarly, I have established pauses as
those instances or hesitation or silence that Norman has indicated with ellipses in the text or a
stage direction, such as "MAMA issuddenly quiet (41). Table 24shows the exclamations
andpausesin eachcharacter's speech foreachof thefivemovements.
As my discussion of terms of address has already suggested, Mamauses
exclamations frequently in thedialogue and farmore often than does Jessie. Column three
Table 24: Use ofExclamations and Pauses
Movement Character Exclamations Pauses
1 Mama 14 5
Jessie 1 5
2 Mama 29 7
Jessie 6 6
. 3 Mama 9 1
Jessie 5. 5
4 Mama 14 9
Jessie 7 2
5 Mama 31 7
Jessie 4 3
Totals Mama 97 29
Jessie 23 21
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shows that Mama uses exclamations in every movement, which signals that this speech
behavior is inherent to her character rather than dependent on the circumstances. However,in
the second and the fifth movements, Mama uses 29 and 31 exclamations, which is much
greater than her norm. Thus, the context has not created Mama's use of exclamations, but it
affects her use of them. To illustrate, in the first movement. Mama uses exclamations twice
before Jessie ever mentions suicide. The first time Mama expresses surprise/pleasure when
she sees Jessie and says, 'There you are!" (6). Mama also uses an exclamation to assert her
opinion before Jessie's announcement: when Mama leams that Jessie wants the gun for a
"protection," she insists, "If s plenty safe!" (9)
Once Jessie introduces the topic of suicide, however, Mama's exclamations naturally
revolve around that issue and are attempts to assert her will over Jessie's. For example,
within a three-page span of dialogue, Mama exclaims, "You will!" (18), "You can't use my
towels!" (19), and "Not in my house!" (20). These outbursts, however, are futile, as Jessie
skillfully rebuts them.
In the first movement. Mama also calls out a number of observations that reveal her
lack of understanding for Jessie's intentions. To illustrate, when Mama leams that Jessie
plans to use the gun to commit suicide, she exclaims, "You told me it was for protection!"
(16), which underscores that Jessie has misled Mama in her earlier statement about the gun's
purpose. Mama also screams, 'This is crazy talk, Jessie!" (16) when Jessie reveals that she
considers suicide as the logical conclusion to her misery. Mama, however, cannot reach the
same conclusion, for she declares, "You're not even upset!" (17). Finally, Mama reveals a
definite lack of understanding when she responds to Jessie's explanation that she wants to
die because it is "dark and quiet" (18) with "So is the back yard, Jessie!" (18). In these
instances, Jessie's insistence on committing suicide is a catalyst for Mama's distressed and
inappropriate responses.
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I turn now to the second and fifth movements, where Mama's use of exclamations is
unnaturally elevated. In the secondmovement. Mama's high usage appears to result from
heir active involvement in trying to ascertain Jessie's reasons for wanting to commit suicide,
to nullify the reasons Jessie suggests, and to providereasons for Jessie to continueliving.
Interesting are the facts thatMama asks41 questions in thismovement, a high niraiber, and
that her focus throughout the movement shifts drastically. As Table 20, dealing with first
and second person pronouns, shows, in the beginningof the movement (segment 1.03)
Mama uses second person pronouns 2.0 more times than first personpronouns. By the end
of the movement, segment 1.03, she uses 2.6 times the first person pronouns as second
personpronouns. This shift into the 'T'-mode is consistent with the challenging roleMama
assumesin this portion of the drama, for shereferences herself and her own feelings, making
them known, rather than pointing her finger at Jessie through "you"-statements.
In the fifth movement, however, Mama also employs a high number of exclamations;
she exclaims 31 statements. Brown, though, has described Mama as pleading in this part of
the play, which signals an obvious difference between thismovementand the second, where
Mama gives out orders and conmiands. Mama begins the movement in a imposing mode,
insisting, "I need you!" (73), "You don't have to give up!" (75), and "You are my child!"
(76). Towards the middle of the final movement, at the end of segment 1.09, Mama
switches into a dominant mode, one that is both angry and accusing. However, she does not
dominate for long. It appears that the effort it took for her to control the situation was great,
as Norman describes Mama at this point as follows:
MAMA is nearly unconsciousfrom the emotional devastation of these lastfew
moments. She sits dowri at the kitchen table, hurt and angry and desperately
afraid. But she looks almost numb. She is so far beyond what is known as
pain that she is virtually unreachable... (80)
I have already addressed this portion of the dialogue in my discussion of terms of address.
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The number of exclamations in Jessie's speech appears to have no relation to the
frequency withwhichMama exclaims. However, in themiddle sectionof the play,
movements two through four, Jessie uses more exclamations than in the first and final
movements, which I felt might signal that she feels that she has less control here. In
examining the text, I found that Jessiemay feel less power in the first movement, for then
she tries to order Mama around to no avail. In the second and third movements, however,
Jessieoftenusesexclamations to reaffirm herownstatements or to express her pleasure and
amazement at some of Mama's statements, especiallythose about Agnes. In the.secondand
third movements, then, Jessie's exclamations seem to result from her self confidence, rather
than powerlessness as.Mama's often do.
Pauses, too, exist in the dialogue. The tableshowsthat overall there is not a great
disparity between the numberof pauses MamaandJessietake in the dialogue. Moreover,
there is not a great variancebetween theways MamaandJessieuse pauses. BothMama and
Jessie let their statements trail offand use pauses in each other's speech in order to interrupt
by inserting a question or a contrary statement. Forexample, in the firstmovement Jessie
says, *The barrel has to be clean. Mama. Old powder, dust gets in it..." (12), and Mama
takes advantage of the brief pause to interject a questions about Jessie's intentions. Another
such instance is whenMamasays, "I don't do it [keep house] as well as you. I just meantif
it tiresyouout or makes you feelused..." (32), andJessie takes the opportunity to further
illustrate her reasons for wanting to commit suicide.
Only in a few select instances doesNorman use pauses to differentiate Mama's and
Jessie's speech. Much like Mama's use of exclamations, brief moments of silence mark-her
inability to respond, thus indicating herlackofcontrol at specific points in thedialogue. For
example, in segments 1.01-1.02, Jessie tells Mama thatsheis notjokingabout committing
suicide. Mama "watchesfor a moment insilence'* (14) before responding with a despersate
lie: 'That gun's no good, you know..." (14). Mama is trying to be resourceful, and the
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pause reveals the frantic effort she is putting intodeterring Jessiefromher plan. In segment
1.02, Jessie again foils Mama's attempts to deter her and Norman writes, "Mama cannot
spedlC^ (20). Mama again becomes "suddenlyquief^ when asks why Agnes will not visit
(42), because she needs the moment to think of an alternative topic, one that will not hurt
Jessie. In segment 1.08, Mama and Jessie discuss Jessie's epilepsy, and Jessie learns that
Mama has kept this illness secret for many years. The following excerpt, with an extended
pause, even a skipped speaking turn on Mama's,part, signalsMama's dishonesty and causes
Jessie's almost hysterical response:
JESSIE: What did the doctor say?
Mama: He said kids have them all the time. He said there wasn't anything to
do but wait for another one.
JESSIE: But I didn't have another one.
(Now there is a real silence)
JESSIE: You mean to tell me I had fits all the time as a kid and you just told
me I fell down or something and it wasn't tiUI had a fit when Cecil was
looking that anybody bothered to find out what was the matter with me? (69)
Also, in segment 1.09, Mama '^Has to stop a moment* (73) in the middle of a lengthy speech
turn when she reaches the serious and dreaded realization that Jessie will actually commit
suicide, and in segment 1.10, as I have aheady mentioned, Mama misses her speaking turn
because she is ''sofar beyond what it known as pain that she is virtually unreachable..**
(80). All of these pauses in Mama's speech point to her inadequacy to alter the course of the
evening, and Norman's brief descriptions of the pauses confirm Mama's impotence.
Moreover, the majority of them signal untruths, either past or present, which casts even more
doubt on Mama's authority.
In contrast, Jessie's pauses seem to give her power. For example, in the following
excerpt from segment 1.02, Norman notes Jessie's choice to remain silent:
Mama: We're just going to sit around like every other night in the world and
then you're going to kill yourself? (jBSSJE doesn't answer) You'll miss.
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{Again there is no response) You'll just wind up a vegetable....You'll cock
the pistol and have a fit.
JESSIE: I think I can kill myself. Mama. (17)
Absent from Norman's description is the concept that Jessie cannot speak; Jessie does not
speak because she chooses not to. In a couple of instances, Norman describes Jessie as
answering '*After a moment" These pauses indicate Jessie's processing of the information
Mama has just presented. To illustrate, in segment 1.05, Mama reveals that her marriage had
been quite painful. '*After a moment** Jessie says, "Fm sorry you didn't love him. Sorry
for you, I mean. He seemed like a nice man" (53). And in segment 1.06, after Mama has
revealedthat Cecil "had a girl" (57), Jessiesays, ''Aftera moment" "O.K. That's f^r" (57).
Jessie does not take these pauses to devise any plans or lies; she simply uses them to gather
her thoughts and present them as they are.
Pauses also occur within the boundaries of a speech tum. These internal pauses often
signal that the thoughts Mama and Jessie express are complex or difficult to articulate.
Generally, the pause allowsMama and Jessie to repositionthemselveson the statement they
have just made or to further elaborateon their initialstatement Mama repositions herself in a
number of statements in the secondmovement. For example. Mama says, "Of course not. I
mean.. .{Smiling a little) Of course youcanhavea caramel apple" (37) and "Her [Agnes']
kitchen is just a tiny thing. When she comes over here, she feels like. ..{Toning it down a
little)Well,we all like a changeof scene, don't we?" (43). In the following statement, Jessie
changes her tacticmid-turn and elaborates onher initial statement: *'Mama...rmjust not
havinga very good time and I don't haveanyreasonto thinkit'll get anythingbut worse. I'm
tired. I'm hurt. I'm sad. I feel used" (28).
Perhaps most important, though, in the movements where Mama's.use of
exclamations is great, the secondand the fifth, her numberof pausesis generallyhigher than
in the othermovements. As these twoelements of syntax generally indicatethat a character
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lacks predominance. Mama's speech reflects her lack ofpower. I have observed no such
correlation in Jessie's speech.
Summary
To discuss the speech Norman hasassigned Mama andJessie, I haveinvestigated a
number of textual elements linked to dominant and weak characters as well as some lexical
items that differentiate characters. I have found some correlations between their speech and
the amount of control eachhas at some specific instances in thedrama. In thischapter I have
also identified some of the ways Normanuses speechto create distinctcharacters
Generally, Norman establishes a lack of authority in hercharacters through assigning
them strong yet ineffectual language. Often, Norman provides hercharacters with imperative
commands andstrong questions, butshehas also has them habitually deny oneanother the
power inherent in thisstrong language. The struggle forpower, then, is definitely present on
the page.
Moreover, only in the latter portionof the final movement, whenMama has
surrendered, doesNormanallowimperatives andquestions their perlocutionary force. The
imperatives andquestions that are finally allowed towork in segment 1.10, aswell as the fact
that Jessie dominates the floorby speaking 1.3 times morewords thanMama, confirm
Jessie's success at the end of the fifth movement. Jessie is both the one whose commands
are followed and the onewho possesses all of the necessary information. Mama, on the
otherhand, clearly lackspowerat themovement's close. Mama's relatively brief tum
lengths, highnumber of information-seeking questions, andhighuse of exclamations,
combinedwith a relatively infrequent use of imperatives, a retum to moreneutralandpositive
terms of address, and her inability to speak, signal her defeat.
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CONCLUSION
In compiling this study I employed various empirical methods to explore a number of
issues in 'night, Mother, including its themesand topics, character differentiation, and power
structure. Applying methods based on both computer-generated and hand-counted data, I
began to question psychoanalytical interpretations of the text, to describe some of the
dialogue's salient features, and to explicate, in part, how Norman produces the struggle for
power through the language she assigns her characters. Here I present some reflections on
this study, some suggestions for further empirical studies, and the critical repercussions of
this work for me as a literary critic.
Generating Research Questions and Reporting Data
I believethatconsulting prevalent criticism andinterpretations can providethe
empirical scholar with issues well worth investigating becausemany of the generalizations
beingmade are theorybasedratherthan textbased. In questioning interpretations, the
empirical scholarmust thentake thegeneral themes/symbols scholars (e.g., psychoanalj^c,
newhistorical, feminist, etc.) put forward andbreak them down into specific lexical units,
determine which words constitute the theme/symbol, and ascertain what part these words
playin the text. Incidentally, I also discovered that selecting words to investigate in an
intuitive critique ortodiscuss thestracture ofaplay's dialogue is only thebeguming ofan
empirical study ofa literary text Inorder for information tobetruly useful to bothmyself
and potential readers, I had totake much care in calculating accurate figures and presenting
them inways that actually reveal something. Many ofthe tables I included in this essay are
not firstarrangements andcalculations of data. Instead, they are the second, third, and
sometimes even the fourth, arrangements and calculations. Often, I created the first tables
simply to store rawdata. Astheraw data could notprovide much useful information on
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segments of text that are not uniform in length, I had to calculate figures thatwouldactually
demonstrate or disprove characteristicsof the text. Not being fond of math, I found the
process trying at times.
I encountered yet another obstacle along the way: overproduction. In short, I
generated toomuchdata to consider inclusively in amodestly sizedstudy. Perhaps someof
this information deluge results from the exploratory nature ofmy investigation, but others,
such as Smith, note a similar tendency in their more well-defined computer-assisted studies.
Perhapsthis plethoraof data resulted frommy initial reluctance to narrowly define my
research goals. Thus, even with a rather focusedgoal, I believe, one runs the risk ofbeing
overwhelmed by the amount of information concordances and word lists provide. Though
frustrating at times, my initial lack of specificity allowedme to conduct a wide vmety of
searches that sometimes led to some surprising conclusions. My discussion of the role the
manicure plays in the dialogue is one such result.
Computer-Generated and Hand-Gathered Information
In conducting this stiidy, I learned much about how empirical studies work and how
computers can assist such studies. In particular, I found the computer vital to certain
investigations, though for others it could provide no assistance. Of course, the design of the
'night, Mother database determined which examinations the computer could aid most.
Created to conduct word-level searches, not syntactic ones, the 'night, Mother database could
not aid my investigation of questions, imperatives, exclamations, and pauses. Thus, I had to
go through the text and count each syntactic element manually, a labor-intensive pursuit.
Conversely, had the database been constructed for syntactic searches, it would not have
proven useful in an investigation of themes and topics/semantic fields. Therefore, the
investigation and the type of database must be suited to each other in order for computer
technology to lead to any significant benefits.
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Using computer-generated concordances andwordlists, then, proved truly helpful in
my study of themes, topics/semantic fields, first and secondpersonpronouns,privateverbs,
and terms of address because I was able to break down these entities into their elements (i.e.,
individual words). The alphabetical listing provided easy access for my investigation of first
and second person pronouns and privateverbs, for it listedwords such as "you," "you'd,"
"you'll," "your," "you're," and "you've," or "talk," "talked,""talking," in an easily
identifiable cluster. The word lists also allowed me to take a more "objective" view of the
language, for in them eachwordappeared out of context. Further, the KWICconcordances
assisted me by re-establishingthe context for and locationsof words that I had identified
from the word lists; I could, for example, determine whether "sugar" was a term of address
or a food item, for example.
Having used the word lists quite extensivelyin my investigationsof food and
identity, as well as my look at how terms of address reflectMama's and Jessie's relationship,
I also have a couple of observations and suggestions to assist one in studying texts'
themes/central topics. First, I have found that content words are distributed largely among
the middle and lower frequency words, because playwrights employ "elegant variation" in
order to keep their writing—^thus their characters' language—interesting. Individual food
words in 'night, Mother, for example, appear from one to ten times in the text. Taken alone,
their use appears insignificant; however, considered as an entity (e.g., food words appear
120 times in the text), they constitute a significant portion of the text. When studying content
words iii order to establish a theme or compile semantic fields, then, one must examine the
entire list and not peruse only high-frequency words. Also, most high-frequency words are
"grammar words," such as prepositions, conjunctions, and articles. If one is interested in
comparing an author's grammatical style to another's, high frequency words may very well
prove valuable, but probably not for a theme-based investigation.
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I believe that it is important to comment on which of these investigations could be
used in future studies. The database proved helpful in counting characters' use of specific
words, such as terms of address and first and second person pronouns, which allowed me to
see how Norman differentiates her characters through their speech and how power
relationships can also be encoded in their language.
From what I have found in my study of 'night. Mother, it seems that terms of address
could be a valuable area of examination. I found that much was expressed through the terms
each character used, or did not use, and how each stated them (e.g., Mama's exclamations
and her sarcastic use of endeannent terms; Jessie's use of "Mama"/"Mother" followed by
ellipses), and I presume that in a play with more characters the terms people use for one
another would reveal similar things, and terms of reference (as when characters discuss a
third party) might be relevant as well.
Considering characters* use of first and second person pronouns and private verbs
also showed how Norman differentiated Mama's and Jessie's speech, and thus, their
identities. I found some correlations between these lexical items and power shifts at a few
points in the text, but I did not find a consistent pattern. Thus, such an investigation would
probably be most useful in studies concerning character differentiation, not studies of power
relationships.
Turning to the information I obtained manually, I believe that although this part of my
research was labor-intensive, it allowed me to understand much more about how Norman has
created the power struggle in her characters' speech. The topic maps, for example,
demonstrate that much of the conflictbetweenMama and Jessie shows up in inappropriate
topic changes and in their opposing approaches to topics. If one is interested in determining
What motivates certain characters or which topics cause characters discomfort, etc., one
might undertake such a task. However, in a play involving more than two characters, the
task would definitelybe more complex, as each characterwould not have a readily
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identifiable turn—any character on stage, unless directly questioned, could reasonably take a
speaking turn. Perhaps mapping out the topics of conversation in select portions of the text
or conversations that take place with a certain pair of characters could prove helpful.
Characters' turn length, too, took some hand counting. In this play, I found some
correlations between turn lengdi and dominance, butfurther research must bedone inorder
to determine if these counts were a worthwhile use of time. Again, simply because of the
work involved, this element of the play might best be used in investigations of smaller textual
segments rather than an entire play. However, if access to computer-generated data on this
element were available, I would definitely suggest further investigation on a play-wide basis.
The syntactic elements proved quite useful in explaining both the varying power
relationships in the text and character differentiation. The dominant syntactic elements,
strong questions and imperatives, as well as the weak syntactic elements, weak questions,
exclamations, and pauses, all correlatedquitewell. If one were to cpnsider only the "strong"
or only the "weak" syntactic elements, less could be claimed about the characters and their
relations, especially if one is interested in determining how an author differentiates his or her
characters. Thus, if one intends to investigate either of these issues, one should take all of
these elements, and perhaps others^, into consideration.
In addition to establishing the basis for critics' interpretations and readers' responses
and for avoiding hasty generalizations, empirical analysis can help us begin to see that theme
words can serve a larger function within a particular text or to better appreciate how an author
establishes themes in the text. Moreover, studies of single authors, such as a comprehensive
study ofNorman's work, could determine if similar themes occur in their plays and ifmain
topics function similarly throughout their dialogues.
^ Potter investigates eleven grammatical and syntactic elements in her study "Character Definition through
Syntax: SignificaritWithin-PIayVariability in 21ModemEnglish-Language Plays": adverbs, exclamations,
fragments, hypotheticals, imperatives,negatives, questions, and pauses.
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Critical Repercussions: The Case for Empirically-Grounded Formalist
Studies
Ofmymany findings, themost compelling infonnation stems from myinvestigation
of critics* psychoanalj^cal interpretations of 'night, Mothef% identity theme. When I first
readtheircritiques, I found their explanation ofJessie's suicide—^the result ofherneed to
create a separate identity—^to beplausible and quite convincing. However, through trying to
identify a textual basisfor theirinterpretations, I found thattextual evidence does not support
these readings. Rather, theirpreconceived notions about mother-daughter relationships and
the separation-individuation process, which seem tobe issues of great concem to
psychoanalytical critics nowadays, appear toinform their readings much more than the
dialogueoVnight, Mother, the text theyare, in fact, interpretmg.
Thisfinding is important because it reveals whatis lacking inmuch of the literary
analysis being done today: anhonest relationship with thetext. AsI have already noted, the
current trend in criticism is to circumvent close textual analysis. Stylistic analysis may be out
of fashion, but, I arguethat it does not lackvalidity. Theformalist analysis should be oneof
many valid approaches to the text, not theonly approach. Aswith anyothercritical
approach, it should notbetheextent ofcommentary on any text, fornone is capable of
accounting for the full complexity of anytext. I propose thatliterary critics return to the text
at somepointin theirtheorizing inorder to determine whether theirreadings are accounted
for in the text or distort it. In the case of 'night. Mother and the question of Jessie's identity,
it seems thatpsychoanalytical critics have done more to confuse the issueof Jessie's suicide
than to explain it. Notonlyhave these critics ignored the theatricality of thedrama, which
necessitates Jessie's suicide, but they foundit necessary to assignthe only explanation their
school of thought allows. The psychoanalytic approach, for example,when taken as the sum
total of the critical endeavor, is as limitingas empiricismtaken to the extreme. That such
doubtful readings can result from analysis centered so wholly on theory leads me to assert
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that a balance between the textual and the theoretical is necessary if critics hope to provide
truly insightful literary commentary. Thus, I do not suggest that empirical studies are the
only way to study literature, but they are one way of ensuring that the basis for one's
assertions can be found in the text—^if not, one's psychoanalytical critique, for example, may
as well be about any text with a mother and daughter in conflict instead of about Norman's
'night, Mother.
Furthermore, because each text contains unique characteristics, I believe that each text
must be considered on its own terms if critics are to come to a fair understanding of the text.
Premature generalizations and attributing imprecise universality to texts' themes can only
result in confusion. For example, in 'night. Mother I found that the word "milk," which
psychoanal5^cal critics were apt to interpret universally as a symbol of the mother-daughter
relationship, actually has a non-symbolic function within the dialogue. "Milk," as one part of
the category "food words," works to highlight differences between Mama and Jessie as
individuals, not only to identify them as mother and daughter. The tendency to universalize a
symbol or a word is common, but in this case critics assign "milk" only symbolic importance
and ignore the larger question of its function in the text.
In sum, psychoanalytic critics come to the text with ready-made questions, something
I have observed in many other critical articles. When they find certain elements or symbolic
combinations in a text (e.g., milk, mother, daughter), they generally find what they are
looking for. In effect, they force the text into the mold they have already cast rather than
allow the particular text to generate new questions and suggest valid explanations. A
moderate stance, one that is willing to combine theory with textual data, seems to be a logical
solution to such remarkably influenced readings. I consider much of what I do here to reflect
this moderate view. I do not discount intuition, but I wish to confirm it wth evidence. I do
not claim that we need to do away with interpretation, for it is a necessary part of the
empirical endeavor. Without interpretation, one simply has meaningless data. I do wish for
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a coming together of these two critical modes, an outcome that literary scholars who use
empirical methods and computers in their research have expressed since the 1950s. The
integration of these methods into the "mainstream" approach to literature, which would
necessitate an end to the banishment of stylistic analysis, could only benefit the critical
endeavors in which Uterary scholars partake. I see such a union as a welcome system of
checks and balances, as it calls for those employing theory to^ give equal weight to the text.
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APPENDIX. TOPIC MAPS FOR EACH SEGMENT
Segment 1.01
"Rini Mama Jessie
1 food plan
2 Jessie plan
3 questions Jessie plan
4 mess plan
5 mess / plan mess / plan
6 manicure manicure
7 manicure, food food
8 food food, gun
9 gun gun, attic
10 gun, Dawson gun, attic
11 gun, attic attic
12 attic, pawson Dawson, gun
13 glasses, attic Dawson, attic
14 knitting Dawson, knitting
15 attic attic
16 gun gun / need protection
17 protection and crime / no need Ricky
18 Ricky maniciire
19 Dawson, attic Dawson
20 gun / shoebox shoebox / gun
21 shoebox / gun shoebox / gun
22 shoebox / gun shoebox / gun
23 protection and crime protection, manicure;
24 attic, epilepsy attic, epilepsy
25 protection and crime protection
26 Ricky gun
27 Ricky, future Ricky
28 Ricky manicure
29 manicure manicure, Ricky
30 Ricky manicure
31 attic attic
32 questions Jessie gun
33 questions Jessie protection
34" gun / protection and crime gun / protection / me
35 gun suicide
36 suicide suicide
37 suicide suicide
38 suicide suicide
39 questions Jessie, epilepsy answers, epilepsy
40 questions answers
41 questions, suicide suicide
42 suicide suicide
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Segment 1.02
Tiim Mama Jessie
I gun, Daddy gun, Cecil
2 bullets bullets
3 bullets bullets, Dawson'
4 Dawson protection and crime
5 Dawson Dawson
6 Mama Mama, Agnes, Dawson, bullets
7 Dawson Dawson
8 Mama, gun everyone / suicide
9 Jessie, protection and crime protection, manicure
10 Dawson / telephone Dawson
11 Dawson Dawson
12 Dawson, suicide Dawson, suicide, Loretta, manicure
13 Jessie, suicide, crazy Dawson, suicide, private
14 private. Mama private
15 doctor, talk no ^k
16 talk, suicide suicide
17 suiciile, crazy / normal, fear / death no fear / death
18 crazy suicide (dark & quiet)
19 dark & quiet = back yard quiet / protection / death
20 death (alann clock) death (quiet)
21 suicide = sin sin
22 sin Jesus = Suicide
23 sin surprised at thought
24 Jessie! [no verbal reply]
25 towels / suicide towels
26 gun / suicide Oh, come on...
27 house / suicide suicide
28 house / suicide sharing / suicide
29 suicide / reaction suicide, food
30 birthday presents / surorise. &ture birthdav presents / no surorise
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Segment 1.03
Turn Mama Jessie
1 Dawson / telephone Dawson / telephone
2 questions Jessie / suicide answers / suicide
3 ' questions Jessie / suicide answers / suicide, food
•4 mad/suicide mad / suicide, plan
5 plan plan / washer
6 washer, waiting waiting
7 waiting plan / washer
8 washer washer
9 mad.Loretta / wash Loretta / wash
10 Loretta / wash Loretta / wash
11 Loretta Loretta
12 Loretta plan / washer
13 Loretta, Dawson Dawson, plan / washer
14 Dawson Dawson, privacy
15 Dawson / family family / privacy
16 family / privacy family / privacy
17 family / privacy family / privacy
18 family / privacy family / privacy, plan / groceries
19 family / privacy family / privacy, suicide
20 family family
21 family family
22 questions Jessie plan / groceries
23 Ricky Ricky
24 Ricky Ricky
25 Ricky, suicide / killing Ricky / killing
26 Ricky and future plan (groceries)
27 Ricky and future, telephone Ricky
28 telephone telephone
29 questions Jessie / suicide / epilepsy epilepsy, plan / Mama's medication
30 epilepsy / sick sick
31 epilepsy epilepsy / suicide
32 suicide suicide
33 suicide suicide
34 Jessie! suicide / escape, "Gone Rshing"
35 house suicide / house
36 house house
37 house, Cecil, Ricky house, Cecil, Ricky
38 house, Cecil, Ricky house, Cecil, Ricky
39 house, Cecil, Ricky suicide / tired / hurt / sad / used
40 tired / suicide tired / suicide
41 tired / suicide tired / suicide
42 hurt / suicide, plan plan, Christmas
43 questions Jessie / Christmas answers Christmas
44 Christmas Christmas
45 [pause] plan / food
46 plan, suicide / hurt suicide / hurt
47 suicide / sad, divorce plan / organize, Dawson
48 sad sad
49 questions Jessie / sad sad / everything / China
50 sad / China plan / organize, Dawson
51 questions Jessie / sad answers sad / paper
52 paper TV
53 TV / alive TV
54 TV / alive TV
55 TV / sing / alive sing
56 good life papers
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57 dog dog
58 dog / death dog
59 dog / death dog / death, plan / organize
60 dog dog / No
61 dog / take care of Mama / take care of
62 Mama / lake care of Mama / take care of
63 Mama / take care of suicide / bus ride
64 suicide plan / organize
65 suicide, good time Mama / good time
66 Mama / good time Mama / good time
61 Mama good time Mama / good time
68 Jessie / good time plan / order
69 Jessie / good-bad time / suicide Jessie / good-bad time / suicide
70 suicide, furniture / future furniture / present
71 job job
72 job job
73 job job
74 job job
75 Jessie! job / truth
76 truth / relative truth / relative
77 truth / relative truth / relative, suicide, plan / good time
78 Dlan / good time —
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Segment 1.04
Turn Jessie Mama
1 plan / food plan / food
2 plan / food plan / food
3 plan / food plan / food
4 plan / food plan / food
5 plan / food plan / food
6 plan / food plan / food
7 plan / food plan / food
8 Agnes Agnes
9 Agnes • Agnes / nuts
10 Agnes / nuts / silly Agnes / nuts
11 Agnes / nuts / silly Agnes / nuts / fire
12 Agnes / nuts / silly / fire Agnes / nuts / fire
13 Agnes / nuts / silly / fire , Agnes / nuts / fire
14 Agnes / nuts / silly / fire Agnes / nuts / fire
15 Agnes / nuts / silly / fire Agnes / nuts / fire, food
16 food, Agnes, food food
17 food, Agnes Agnes
18 Agnes Agnes
19 Agnes / truth Agnes / truth
20 Agnes / whistles Agnes / birds
21 Agnes / birds Agnes / birds / food / crazy
22 Agnes / food / tnith Agnes / food / truth
23 Agnes / food / truth Agnes / food / truth
24 Agnes / food truth Agnes! food / truth
25 Agnes / birds / truth Agnes / birds / truth
26 Agnes / whistles / truth Agnes / whistles / truth, truth
27 Agnes / absence [pause], food
' 28 food / milk food / milk
29 Agnes / absence Agnes / absence
30 Agnes / absence Agnes / absence / crazy
31 Agnes / absence Agnes / absence
32 Agnes / absence Agnes / absence
33 Agnes / absence Agnes / absence / death
34 Agnes / absence / crazy Agnes / absence / death
35 Agnes / absence / scared Agnes / absence
36 Agnes / absence Agnes / absence
37 Agnes / absence / birds Agnes / absence / birds
38 Agnes / absence / birds questions Jessie
39 Agnes / lie Agnes / lie
40 Agnes / lie» time / suicide time / suicide
41 Mama... —
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Segment 1.05
Turn Mama Jessie
1 concedes / ask me whatever / cocoa asks / Daddy / love
2 Daddy / love Daddy / marriage
3 Daddy / marriage Daddy / marriage
4 Daddy / marriage, food food
5 food food
6 food cocoa / thanks (plaii)
7 cocoa / never liked it Daddy / love
8 Daddy / bad memories Daddy / bad memories
9 Daddy / quiet (bad) Daddy / quiet (good)
10 Daddy / Jessie's love Daddy / fond memories
11 Daddy / sitting (bad) Daddy / sitting (good) / quiet (good)
12 Daddy / quiet / his thoughts Daddy's thoughts
13 Daddy / Jessie! conversations Daddy / Jessie / conversations
14 Daddy / Jessie / conversations Daddy / Jessie / conversations / jealousy
15 Daddy / Jessie / conversations / jealousy / Daddy / taking Jessie in
death / taking Jessie in -
16 taking Jessie in taking jessie in
17 Daddy / deafli / mad Daddy / death / not mad
18 Daddy / Jessie / pity Daddy! Jessie / love
19 Daddy / Jessie / love Daddy / Jessie / love / miss
20 Daddy / fishing / pipe cleaners Daddy / death / change
21 Daddy / death / change, suicide suicide
22 suicide / why Daddy / love
23 Daddy / love Daddy/ love
24 Daddy / love, pots pots
25 pots / pans / utensils utensils / mess
26 plates and cups plates and cups / questions
27 cooking / pots and pans pots and pans / questions / food
28 food food / Agnes
29 Agnes / pots and pans pots and pans / cooking / others
30 cooking / o^ers Agnes
31 Agnes / pots Agnes / live with Mama
32 Agnes / live with Mama Agnes / live with Mama / something to think
about
33 things to think about (bad) Daddy / death
34 . Daddy / death Daddy / love / sorry about marriage
35 food —
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Segment 1.06
• Turn Jessie Mama
1 food food / appetite
2 plan / deliveries plan / deliveries (food)
3 plan / deliveries (food) plan / deliveries (food)
4 plan / deliveries (milk) milk
5 milk / plan / deliveries plans / deliveries / ordering
6 plan / deliveries / ordering / holiday plans / deliveries ordering / holiday /
ambulance
7 holiday holiday / not funny
8 ambulance / emergency room, plan / food plan / food
9 plan / food plan / food
10 plan / food / pots and pans I'm not good enough
11 not good enough not good enough / how Jessie feels
12 how Jessie feels how Jessie feels
13 Jessie's feelings Jessie's feelings
14 Jessie's feelings Why, why, why? / glasses, Cecil, etc.
15 glasses, Cecil / smoking Cecil / smoking
16 Cecil / smoking Cecil / fits
17 fits / seizures fits / seizures
18 Cecil / seizures / responsibility Cecil / other woman
19 Cecil / other woman Cecil / other woman / Agnes* girl
20 Cecil / other woman / Agnes Cecil / not good enough
21 Cecil / good enough Cecil / carpenter
22 Cecil / carpenter Cecil / husband
23 husband husband
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Segment 1.07
Turn Jessie Mama
1 husband Daddy / sit like him
2 Daddy / sit like him Daddy / sit like him
3 Daddy / sit like him, what did you know? I didn't know much, Cecil / wrong man / soiry
4 Cecil / not wrong man Cecil / wrong man
5 Cecil / not wrong man Cecil / wrong man / carpenter / selfish
6 Cecil / carpenter / bridge / not selfish Cecil / wrong man / irresponsible
7 Cecil / carpenter / responsible / Ricky's bed Ricky and Cecil alike
8 Ricky and Cecil I Ricky and me alike / pants Ricky and Jessie / just pants
9 Ricky and me Ricky / change (good)
10 Ricky / stay same (bad) Ricky / change (good)
11 Ricky / stay same (bad) Cecil / talk
12 Cecil / talk / why? Cecil
13 Cecil / sarbase —
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Segment 1.08
Turn Mama Jessie
1 garbage plan / garbage, Cecil / relief
2 food food, manicure
3 Daddy (fits) plan / garbage
4 Daddy / fits ' manicure, plan / sofa cover
5 Daddy / fits Daddy / fits
6 fits sofa cover
7 fits fits
8 fits Jessie / fits [putting on sofa cover together]
9 Jessie / fits Jessie / fits
10 Jessie / fits Jessie / fits
11 Jessie / fits Jessie / fits
12 Jessie / fits Jessie / fits
13 Jessie / fits Jessie / fits
14 Jessie / fits Jessie / fits
15 Jessie / fits Jessie / fits
16 Jessie / fits Jessie / fits
17 Jessie / fits Jessie / fits
.18 Jessie / fits Jessie / fits
19 Jessie / fits Jessie / fits
20 Jessie / fits / none in year Jessie / fits / phenobarb
21 Jessie / fits / maybe no more Jessie / fits / maybe no more
22 Jessie / fits / maybe no more Jessie / feeling good
' 23 Jessie / feeling good Jessie / feeling good, memory
24 Jessie's memory Jessie's memory / lists
25 Jessie's lists, birthdays / Loretta's lists, birthdays
26 birthday / Loretta's birthday / Loretta's / suicide
27 feeling better / starting over feeling better^/ suicide
28 suicide suicide
29 fits suicide / fits
30 fits / self blame suicide / fits
31 fits / blame Daddy fits / Daddy
32 fits / Daddy / 5 yrs. old fits / Daddy / 5 yrs. old
33 fits / Daddy / 5 yrs. old fits / kept secret
34 fits / time fits / doctor
35 fits / doctor fits / no fits
36 - [Sn.FNCE] fits
37 fits fits
38 fits / secret = protection fits / secret = shame
39 fits / secret fits / secret
40 fits / secret fits / secret / mine to know
41 fits / secret / Daddy fits / secret / Daddy
42 fits / secret / Daddy fits / secret (bad)
43 fits / secret fits / secret / horses
44 fits / fi^ak manicure
45 manicure manicure
46 self blame (suicide) blame / trust (epilepsy)
47 blame / punishment (suicide) blame / punishment (epilepsy)
48 . blame / punishment (suicide) blame / punishment (epilepsy) = sickness, not
acurse
49 blame / suicide suicide / nothing to do with Mama
50 suicide / everything involves me suicide / what ifs
51 suicide / don't leave plan / sifts
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Segment 1.09
Turn Mama Jessie
1 suicide / self blame suicide / sharing
2 suicide / future suicide / sorry about tonight
3 , suicide / future suicide / future
4 suicide = giving up suicide =: choice
5 future (good) future (bad)
6 future = change change / no / suicide / let me go
7 suicide / let you go? suicide / let me go
8 suicide / let you go / my child your child / never made it / not good company
9 not good company either suicide / no reason to stay / food
10 reasons to stay / food no reason to stay / food
11 death / afraid afraid?
12 death/afraid death / afraid
13 death / afraid death! time
14 death / time death / time
15 suicide / can't let yoii go suicide / you can let me go
16 Jessie is already gone, suicide = shame "Leave me alone."
17 suicide = shame tonight = mistake
18 tonisht not mistake —
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Segment 1.10
Turn Jessie Mama
1 suicide / It's O.K., Mama. [Sn.FNCE]
2 Daddy's funeral / Jessie's funeral mutters—she's out of it
3 Daddy's funeral / Jessie's funeral Daddy's funeral
4 Jessie's funeral Jessie's funeral
5 Jessie's funeral Jessie's funeral
6 Jessie's funeral Jessie's funeral
7 Jessie's funeral, food Jessie's funeral, food
8 food / be selfish, Jessie's funeral / reasons for Jessie's funeral / reasons for suicide
suicide
9 Jessie's funeral / reasons for suicide Jessie's funeral / reasons for suicide
10 Jessie's funeral / reasons for suicide Jessie's fimeral / reasons for suicide
11 Jessie's funeral / reasons for suicide Jessie's ftineral / reasons for suicide
12 tonight / private tonight / private
13 after suicide after suicide
14 after suicide after suicide
15 after suicide after suicide
16 after suicide after suicide, plan / gifts
17 plan / gifts plan / gifts
18 plan / gifts / list plan / gifts / list
19 plan / gifts / list, Cecil Cecil
20 plan / Cecil / Ricky / gift for Ricky plan / gift for Ricky
21 plan / gift for Ricky / watch plan / gift for Ricky / sell it
22 Ricky / watch / sell it / good meal (food) Ricky / watch / sell it / dope
23 Ricky / watch / sell it / good dope plan / gifts for Mama
24 plan / gifts for Mama plan / gifts for Mama
25 plan / gifts for Mama plan / gifts for Mama
26 plan / gifts for Mama plan / gifts for Mama
27 suicide / time to go suicide / we have all night
28 suicide / time / now suicide / time
29 suicide / time suicide / scared / love
30 suicide / time manicure
31 suicide / time / too late suicide / time / not too late
32 suicide / time suicide / time
33 suicide / lime / let me go suicide / time / won't let go [they struggle]
34 suicide / 'night. Mother suicide / stop, how could I know?, forgive me,
suicide / ohone / Dawson
